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First Whistle
The onset of Spring brings with it rebirth, renewal and regrowth. And so is Goalden Times reinventing
itself while keeping pace with the winds of change. Well, the Armani’s, Dior’s and Saint Laurent’s may
not be around to drape us with a new look, but we can redesign our outfit, alright. Hope you like our
brand new attire! And don’t mind us being fashionably late...
In other news, the Ides of March brought evil tidings for clubs from England. Widely acknowledged as
the most competitive league in Europe, the Premier League suffered one reverse after another, the
worst being Athletic Bilbao sweeping aside the English champions Manchester United through some
exceptional football. It would have lost its entire stock of clubs in Europe, but for a miraculous comeback
by Chelsea in a pulsating thriller with Napoli. Having fired their manager, the old hands of Chelsea
turned the clock back to produce vital performances. Elsewhere, it was a celebration of Michel Platini's
efforts to empower the clubs from outside the traditional powerhouse leagues. Apoel FC from Nicosia is
a poster boy for this, reaching the Champions League quarter-finals where they will be up against the
might of Real Madrid. Traditional giants AC Milan and Bayern Munich also made their presence felt.
Mario Gomez was no match for Lionel Messi who slammed, slalomed, crashed, walloped and blazed five
past Bayer Leverkusen. Milan against Barcelona would be the tie of the quarter-finals but having faced
each other in group stages, many would have argued that UEFA needs to relook at the system.
Domestically, most leagues threw up two-horse races. Milan leads Juventus in Serie A, the Manchester
clubs are separated by one point in Premier League, Borussia Dortmund have advantage over Bayern
Munich in Bundesliga, Paris Saint-Germain have a slender lead over Montpellier and Porto lead over
Benfica in Primeira Liga. In La Liga though, Real Madrid's eight point lead over Barcelona seems to have
already ensured another league win for Jose Mourinho.
Juventus remained the only club among the big leagues to remain unbeaten across all competitions,
though having drawn more than they have won, their title hopes are dependent on Milan suffering
reverses. One such 'reverse' for Milan was when this happened in the title clash with Juventus, leading
to increasing calls for goal-line technology.
Liverpool managed to grab their first trophy in six years, winning the League Cup beating Cardiff City in
tiebreaker, thus ensuring their participation in European competitions after a year's absence.
Back in India, the fourth oldest cup competition in the world (started in 1893), the IFA Shield was won by
local giants East Bengal. The win is memorable for it came in the centenary year of the first ever win of
the Shield by an Indian team - ironically, East Bengal's archrivals, Mohun Bagan.
With the quarter-finals of the UEFA Champions League and Europa League, and various domestic tussles
in Europe, the next four weeks look promising. We shall be around to bring you all the riveting updates.
Follow football, follow us!
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The ‘GOALden’ Handshakes
To shake ‘after’ the act is universal among men. But to shake ‘before’ the match....well, that doesn't
seem so universal. Indranath Mukherjee tries his hand at this shake
It was an early Saturday morning in New York City and the name of the game was football; although the
Americans call it soccer. While in ‘American Football’ the players can use their hands legally, in ‘Football’
only ‘God’ has that privilege. On that particular Saturday, the two English rivals, Manchester United and
Liverpool were playing football but the world was talking about what Luis Suarez did not do with his
hand. Suarez was coming back from his eight-match ban for racially abusing Patrice Evra and
coincidentally his come-back game was against Manchester United. During the customary pre-kick-off
handshakes between players of either team, Suarez chose to ignore Evra. Soon thereafter, updates over
the internet, especially on social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter started pouring in, speaking
of his immature conduct.
We are neither the judge nor the jury to ascertain whether such behaviour was becoming of Suarez or
not. However, we would like to take this opportunity to look back at some similar incidents on the field
that are etched in our memories.
We begin with the usual suspect - the John Terry and Wayne
Bridge saga. Once colleagues at Chelsea, the two English
footballers opted not to shake hands when Chelsea hosted
Manchester City at Stamford Bridge in 2010. On BBC’s live
football website, just before the kick-off that day, a blogger had
remarked: "For once my wife wants to watch a 'football' match. I
wonder how long she will last in front of the screen after the
handshake/non-handshake.”
The same action was repeated when Bridge was at West Ham
Missed 'Shakes

United on loan and as the commentator says, we remember why.

The Danish international, Peter Schmeichel was and will always remain a Manchester United legend
having spent eight seasons at the Old Trafford and captaining the side to the 1999 UEFA Champions
League to make the treble. However, not quite everyone liked his move to the city rival in 2002,
especially Gary Neville, as we can see here. Did Neville shake it or not?
William Gallas and Samir Nasri, both the French internationals at Arsenal had apparently never spoken
to each other due to their feud during Euro 2008. In November 2010, Nasri stood by his promise and left
Gallas empty-handed before the North London derby.
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If we try and trace the origin of the tradition of handshakes, we will see that the ritual originated many
centuries ago as a peaceful gesture, proof that the extended appendage contained no weapon.
But this little fellow had more than his share of weapons when he extended his hands towards Steven
Gerrard; now isn’t that a cheeky little wink?
In hockey, the National Hockey League teams line up at centre ice after a playoff series and shake hands
with opponents whom they have, in many cases, been trying to put through the boards every second
night for two weeks. This tradition helps promote the concept of role modelling.
The FIFAs and the FAs of the world are trying to incorporate the same on the football pitch but this
gesture is not found acceptable by one and all. John Terry must have thanked the Football Association
for officially cancelling the pre-kickoff handshake before the FA Cup match between Chelsea and
Queens Park Rangers in January 2012. The decision came over fears that QPR’s Anton Ferdinand would
refuse to shake Terry’s hand considering Terry had racially abused him during a game in October 2011.
Elsewhere, did Francesco Totti completely miss Dejan Stanković or did he have an explanation for the
snub? I am sure one of the longest explanations for refusing to shake hands was given by the French
manager Raymond Domenech to the Brazilian Carlos Alberto Gomes Parreira when he was managing
South Africa during the 2010 World Cup.
Going back to the now infamous Saturday when Suarez was described
by Sir Alex Ferguson as a ‘disgrace’, Evra reciprocated with his postmatch celebration which was anything but graceful.
Before I digress beyond racism issues here, let us take a look at the
tradition of pre-match handshakes.
It was first implemented in UEFA Champions League in 1997. The
English Premier League took it up starting the 2008/09 season as part
of its RESPECT campaign.
FA, unlike football authorities in Spain and Italy, is doing or at least
trying to do its bit against racism in Football. The Suarez-Evra kind of
incident dilutes the bigger cause; may be getting rid of such pretentious
rituals would help uplift the respect for football in particular and
humanity in general.
We will wait to see if the ‘Goalden’ handshake between Suarez and
Evra ever happens. Till then, let’s rejoice with the funniest handshakes
on the football pitch between the players of Ohio Dominican Panthers.

*illustration by Avik Kumar Maitra
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If André Villas-Boas was a Soufflé...
A unique take on the André Villas-Boas sacking where Gino de Blasio shows his culinary expertise while
dissecting the reasons behind AVB's rise and fall
I like a good soufflé.
I mean, I really like a good soufflé.

Is this the soufflé AVB could be?

The thing with a soufflé is, you get many flavours. Some are timeless classics, some are flavours of the
day; and some have the potential to be good, but they aren’t just ready, yet.
Strange to think that I can compare a manager to a soufflé, but the similarities are more than the
untrained eye can strike. For fear of the Goalden Times staff locking me up until I come off my soufflé
high, here’s my reasoning.

Preparation
Michel Roux, the man who has written all there is to write about soufflés
will point to three very specific elements of a soufflé. To begin with - La
Préparation.
You can’t rush a soufflé. You SHOULDN’T rush a soufflé.
Under beat the eggs and you don’t have a binding agent, over beat, and
the air is gone. If you mix rather than fold, you lose precious air and the

Michel Roux

chance for your masterpiece to really shine.
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The overall result? A soufflé that won’t reach the table looking greater than a puddle at the bottom of a
well prepared ramekin.
Why’s that any different with a manager? Why should they skip the preparation phase of their training,
or indeed preparing the players for the match moment?
Sure, they will probably have elements that will hold their own, but preparation is key. As my grand-dad
always used to say, “Failing to plan, is planning to fail.” (Well, in Italian at least, but the translation
should be significant).

Ingredients
The next thing Roux points to is Les Ingrédients.
Are they fresh? Can they hold their own? Do they mix well to be a harmonious, well risen taste?
In our manager analogy, these would be your players. The players you select, or are left with. Can they
perform to the levels or the standard you expect of them, are they right for your team? It is important to
note that just like you need to mix and match ingredients (for not everything goes right when not done
in order), so do the players. Would you add white truffle to any soufflé? Adding the league’s most
expensive player is as comparable to soufflé success.

Time
Roux is adamant on this. You need Le Temps to create the perfect soufflé. Have you practised enough to
master the art of the soufflé? It’s simple yet complicated; one element will affect another and so on and
so on.
This is to do with how long you are allowed to make the soufflé. If you want a quick-fix, try the burger,
ladies and gentlemen. But to really make a soufflé, you got to be patient.

So what’s André Villas-Boas?
It feels at the time of his appointment, he was the flavour of the moment, a chocolate mint and gran
marnier served at Le Gavroche. Why not, his credentials to that point (winning every competition that
his Porto team had entered that year), pointed to the man in form aside from perhaps Pep Guardiola.
With a Portuguese league title, Portuguese league cup and European title to his name, André Villas-Boas
was certainly on the radar. Young, smart, articulate and lauded by the media as the new Mourinho (his
former boss at Porto, Chelsea and Inter), his Porto side played an attractive football that was beating
everything in its path. And even Jose Mourinho had not won Porto a European crown in his first year
there.
But his move came too soon. He was, for me, the under-beaten egg, left with bad ingredients and given
no time to implement his style.
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André must surely be left wondering what flavor he is

He was too rushed, both in his own assessment of being ready, and that of his future chairman. He
wasn’t proven enough to come to such a league and do what the background voices wanted (bring back
the glory days, phase out the old guard) and not only what was initially thought by many.
Was he going too fast for his own good? He paid tribute to Sir Alex Ferguson and his 40 years of service
to football management, stating that he “could not see himself managing a club beyond my 40’s”. He
really didn’t see it coming, poor chap.
His key ingredients? Well that would be like adding leftover lemon juice from the fridge into the mix.
The potential talents coming from the youth academy were probably going to come good, especially if
Daniel Sturridge was anything to go by. The club though in their infinite wisdom, let a talent like Fabio
Borini leave, only to see him prove himself capable of breaking into the senior Italy team through his
performances for Roma. And what about the current crop? Their apparent acidic aspersions in public
and private were leaving a sour taste, for AVB this would only give one problem on another; for Michel
Roux this would be a soufflé not worthy of adding to a buttered and sugared ramekin.
There are those who will argue until the cows came home that AVB was given enough time with the
current squad to start implementing the style of football he wanted. The majority (myself included)
would disagree. How could you show your worth, in any job, let alone something as transgenic as a
football manager, in only nine months? Very tough! AVB needed the time; I’ll let you decide if he got it.
If André Villas-Boas was a soufflé, he’d be a ginger, passion-fruit and mango one. Doesn’t sound like
something you’d want right now, but given a few years, more time to develop and the right ingredients;
it would be the talk of the town, and with just cause.
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Scouting Network
Goalden Times brings you the stars of tomorrow – 20 years or under, promising players from across the
world

●

●

●

Date of Birth: February 02,
1993
Place of Birth: Wythenshawe,
Manchester, England
Club: West Ham United
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 71 kg
Position: Midfield
Nationality: England
Market Value: £650,000
Ravel Morrison at Manchester United

●

●

●

He is a young lad, highly rated by people who have watched him closely during his limited appearances
for Manchester United. Although he is yet to set the stage on fire, Ravel Morrison has surely set the
newspapers ablaze – not so much the back page, but certainly ‘Page 3’. Speed, vision, flair, control,
strong physicality, goal scoring knack – he has ’em all and some more – not to mention his constant offthe-field issues. He is the latest ’bad boy’ of English football – anybody remembers Gazza? Morrison
may be a notch above his predecessors having already received a 12-month referral order for witness
intimidation and serving a police caution for assaulting his mother. Mind you, he is but a teenager!
Amidst all this, he had signed as a first-year scholar with his club in 2009 and turned professional the
next year, on his 17th birthday. Sir Alex Ferguson seemed to have a gem at his disposal as Morrison put
in a string of strong performances across age groups for England U16, U17 and U18s. He is a complete
midfielder who has been at his best in the wide left position. He made his first senior appearance later
that year in the League Cup win over Wolverhampton Wanderers, coming on as a substitute. Morrison
though made his mark in the FA Youth Cup 2010-11. After lighting up the field in the previous rounds
and scoring a few, Morrison scored the opener against Chelsea en route to a 4-0 semi-final thumping.
He scored a brace – first one with a delightful placement after couple of delightful touches, and the
second one after running through the defence – in the finals against Sheffield United which Manchester
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United won 6-3 on aggregate. Two days later, he again made the headlines – for throwing his girlfriend’s
cell phone out of a window during an argument and subsequently being fined £600 for the same. He
was soon touted as one of the best young talents coming up the ranks in Manchester United. But offthe-field incidents got better of him and on the final day of the 2011-12 winter transfer window, Sir Alex
confirmed that it would be better for him to try his luck away from the limelight at Upton Park. So what
if he can do this, this and this?
And it is no surprise that he has not learnt his lessons. He has recently been fined £7,000 by FA (Football
Association) for posting a homophobic threat on Twitter. Surely, his social networking skills are not
something to boast of. But it seems better than his knowledge of using a search engine: “Who knows
west hams official website?" # @RavelMorrison49. He seems destined to be a wasted talent. But one
can only hope that Big Sam (Sam Allardyce) would be able to tame this spoilt brat and turn him into a
glittering diamond. And going by Morrison’s footballing skills alone, there is no reason why he should
not!
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Maximus Tacticus – Tottenham Hotspurs
In this feature, we analyze the strategies of top EPL sides. Debojyoti Chakraborty runs the ruler over
Tottenham Hotspurs this month. You may contact him on @debojchak

Introduction
This season has proved that Tottenham Hotspurs have surely arrived. From also-rans they have elevated
themselves to genuine title contenders – at least till Christmas. Their strong run with virtually the same
squad is a rare exception in an era where cash-rich clubs are focussing on buying a trophy rather than
building a squad. Harry Redknapp, the man at the helm may not be around for long, as the national duty
beckons, but he has surely made a huge impression at White Hart Lane.

Happy Go Lucky
A good team is built around a happy dressing room. This is where Tottenham has outscored other
superpowers in the English Premier League. The summer started with the imminent departure of Luca
Modric. Redknapp was able to hold on to him, but Modric was visibly frustrated as the prospect of
multi-fold wage hike did not materialize. It did impact the first few games, but Redknapp was quickly in
control of his midfield maestro and the results were there for everyone to see. Compare this to the
unrest in the Chelsea squad and you will know why the Spurs are flying high these days. To partner him
in the midfield, Redknapp brought in Scott Parker in the summer. He has been named England’s ‘Player
of the Year’ in an online poll on the Football Association’s website and led the Three Lions in a recent
friendly against Netherlands on the back of a fine season with the Spurs. He is the man to anchor the
midfield, snatch the ball away from the opponents and initiate an attack. Tottenham have tried different
players in that position in his absence – Niko Kranjcar, Jake Livermore, Tom Huddlestone – but none
have shown the efficiency of Andy Marshall.
Tottenham is a typical English side who specializes on wing play and long balls. And they have been
blessed with the wing wizard, Gareth Bale cutting through the left flank. Bale is perhaps the first player
to enter any fantasy team. He leads the scoring chart among midfielders, is in top three for assists and
lightens up a match at the crucial junctures. How dearly had Redknapp wanted similar services from the
other wing! But Aron Lennon has been anything but impressive. His pace has gone down by a couple of
yards, and his final delivery has also let him down in spite of being in good positions. This has sometimes
prompted Harry Redknapp to deploy a 4-3-2-1 formation tucking in Modric in a slightly wider role.
There has been no problem though on the left flank. Bale has been ably supported by the overlapping
left-back, Benoit Assou-Ekotto. Strong in defence, can take on the wide players from the opponent team
alone and effortlessly assist Bale while going forward - Assou-Ekotto has been in lethal form this season.
He has been part of a solid defence led by Younes Kaboul. This season Kaboul has established himself as
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the leader in the back four, which has been shuffled around him. Injuries have played their part and
Kaboul has had to partner Ledley King, William Gallas and Michael Dawson at different times during the
league so far. But he has remained a stalwart in the centre of defence. His concentration levels have
gone up a couple of notches after the annihilation at the hands of Manchester City at the start of the
season. He has been a constant aerial threat for Spurs and his brutal strength has helped Tottenham
cope up with the physical aspect of EPL. Whenever a genuine ball-playing stopper like Michael Dawson
has partnered him – and Tottenham have not lost a single game when he was playing – it has been the
age old silk-n-still defensive pairing that every team would crave for.

Modern 4-4-1-1

Making most of the resources

Harry Redknapp is known to pick up players to suit his game plan and he has done precisely that for
scoring and saving goals. Gone are the days when long balls were heralded for a certain Peter Crouch.
Out he went and in came (albeit in loan, for even Manchester City cannot afford him warming benches
with his astronomical wages) a player of similar mould, Emmanuel Adebayor. He is second only to David
Silva in the assists chart, and not all of those are monotonous knock-down headers from long balls. He
has a better sense of the overall movement around him than his predecessor and can often either finish
a brilliant move or pick a player to lay off a final pass. Benefiting most from these passes is Rafael Van
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der Vaart – another recruit of Redknapp couple of seasons ago – playing in the hole in a usual 4-4-1-1
formation. VDV has been used wisely considering his injury-prone nature and Jermine Defoe – or Luis
Saha, since he came on in the winter transfer window, has been used as his cover when Spurs have
opted for two men up front.
Last season Heurelho Gomes performed beyond expectations. So much so, that Tottenham fans started
to live with his inconsistencies, sandwiched with some brilliant performances. But the Gaffer did a
shrewd business by bringing in the experienced Brad Friedel from Aston Villa. Even for shot-stoppers,
who mature late and generally enjoy a lengthy career, moving to an ambitious club as #1 goalkeeper
with Champions League in prospect is not very common. Many thought it to be a bad move by Spurs.
But Friedel has silenced the critics with his agility, reflexes and some jaw-dropping saves in this
campaign. He has brought in some much needed consistency to an injury-hit back line. Only thing
missing from his game is his distribution skills. He is quite fond of kicking the ball out long – it would be
great for Spurs if he can start making some short passes or throws to initiate a more constructive mode.

Man to Watch (1) – Scott Parker
Scott Parker was the Football Writers’ Association player of the year last season. That is some
achievement playing for West Ham which was eventually relegated. He has continued his superb form
pulling on the Lilywhite shirt and has galvanized the Spurs’ midfield. He has a well-defined role to anchor
the midfield. His primary duty is to take the ball away from opposition and distribute it to more
advanced players like Modric or VDV. It suits his hard hitting, fully committed style of play. He is happy
to sit in front of his defensive line and dictate the play from there. Just a look at his heat map in home
and away matches proves the point. He has not ventured into the opponent half 60% of the time against
Queens Park Rangers. That statistic goes up to 70% away from home at Craven Cottage. This has helped
Parker to improve his overall passing, interception and concentration levels. His calmness in the field has
resulted in Spurs conceding only 22 goals in twenty-six matches after his arrival – before that they had
conceded 8 in opening two matches. Also, his solidity in the mid-field has led to Spurs creating more
chances with more bodies made available in the attacking third.
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Parker roaming in his own half

Man to Watch (2) – Gareth Bale
It took a while to realize what Bale’s best position would be – an attacking leftback or a genuine left
winger? This season has seen him being deployed at various other roles also – at wide right position
playing like an inverted winger, a more central role just behind the striker. But it has to be said that the
Welshman seems at home as a wing wizard down the left flank. After a slow start to the season where
he scored only 1 goal and provided zero assist in 8 games, Bale has set the stage on fire. He is the
leading goal-scorer and the most influential player – according to the Premier League official website
statistics – among midfielders. Besides hugging the touchline and getting chalk on his boots, this season,
Gareth Bale has started cutting inside, getting involved in the play in more central positions and that has
helped him and Tottenham immensely. He is getting more shots on target with better accuracy.
Moreover, his overall movement has become so unpredictable – just look at the chalkboard below –
that he is able to create more opportunities for his teammates now.
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More shots at goal

Playing all over pitch

Blue Line - Successful Pass
Red Line - Unsuccessful Pass
White Line – Assist / Goal
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The Triumph of 'The Wingless Wonders'
The World Cup was coming to the land of the founders of the game. Kinshuk Biswas recounts how the
revolutionary tactics of England coach Sir Alf Ramsey and a controversial decision by the officials shaped
the tournament.

Host Selection and Contenders
It had been decided as early as August 1960 that the eighth World Cup tournament would be held in
England. West Germany and Spain were also interested to host the tournament. However, with the
International Federation of Association Football (FIFA) being headed by the Englishman Arthur Drewry, it
was not a surprise that England was chosen as the host ahead of the others. The hosts had a new
manager in Alf Ramsey who persuaded the Football Association to get rid of the selection committee
system for team selection, which had hindered his predecessor Walter Winterbottom. Ramsey had
boldly predicted to the press that his team would most certainly win the World Cup - a statement which
had provided sustenance to the critics in the English media of the 60s. Brazil was back but their side was
ageing with a lot of reliance on Pele. West Germany had good players in Franz Beckenbauer, Uwe Seeler,
Wolfgang Overath and Karl-Heinz Schnellinger. European champions Spain had Luis Suarez the
playmaker of Inter Milan, Francisco Gento, Manuel Sanchiz Sr. and Pirri, all of whom were very good
players. The Soviets were strong with the great Lev Yashin in goal, the diminutive Igor Chislenko, Albert
Shestrenyev and Murtaz Khurtsilova. England was a work in progress under the new tactics adopted by
Ramsey. In the build-up to the tournament they had been unimpressive losing to Austria 3-2, drawing 00 with Wales and narrowly defeating Northern Ireland 2-1. The defence was settled with Bobby Moore now the captain, Ray Wilson, George Cohen and Jack Charlton. Jack’s brother, Bobby Charlton was used
as a mid-field playmaker, a role he was still getting used to. Jimmy Greaves was the first choice forward
who had just recovered from a severe bout of Hepatitis. On 8th December 1965, at the Santiago
Bernabeu stadium, Ramsey put out a team without any wingers against the European champions. The
observers were astonished by this team and even more surprised when England dominated the match
winning 2-0. Ramsey had dropped wingers who then had very little defensive skills and substituted them
by attacking mid-fielders. The opposition full-backs expecting wingers were caught out by the English
attacks through the centre. It seemed that Ramsey’s tactics were working.

Qualifications and Finals Draw
The qualifications attracted 70 nations. Finally FIFA decided on ten European teams, four South
American teams including Brazil, the defending champions, one North and Central American team and
one from Asia, Oceania and Africa combined, to be decided by a two-legged play-off. The African
nations boycotted as they wanted a permanent spot in the finals instead of a play-off match against Asia
or Oceania. Amongst the European teams, France had qualified ahead of the strong Yugoslavian team
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and Portugal was making their tournament debut by finishing ahead of Czechoslovakia, the runner up of
the last edition. There were no surprises in South America or North and Central American qualifiers.
North Korea made it by defeating Australia in both matches home and away, becoming only the third
team from Asia to reach the World Cup finals. In the build-up to the tournament, the Jules Rimet trophy
was stolen from an exhibition at the Westminster Central Hall. The unlikely hero who retrieved the
trophy after seven days was ‘Pickles’, a dog at a south London park, below a garden hedge and wrapped
in a newspaper. Pickles became an instant celebrity and even went on to star in a 1966 film.

Pickles in the media spotlight

The draw for the final tournament was held at Royal Garden Hotel in London, on 6th January 1966. The
draw was televised for the first time reflecting the popularity and importance of the tournament.
England, West Germany, Brazil and Italy were seeded. The final groups after the draw were:
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

England

West Germany

Brazil

Italy

Uruguay

Spain

Hungary

Soviet Union

France

Argentina

Portugal

Chile

Mexico

Switzerland

Bulgaria

North Korea

Group 1
The opening match featured the hosts against Uruguay. It was a dour encounter with very little
opportunities created and a lot of rough play from both sides. Ondino Viera, the Uruguayan manager,
had deployed his most creative players Pedro Rocha and Julio Cesar Cortes in withdrawn positions,
blunting the English attacking players. Ramsey had drafted Nobby Stiles as the midfield enforcer of his
team who was no less physical than his opponents. The best chance was a John Connelly header which
bounced off the top of the Uruguayan bar. The emphatic build up of the English had hit the road-block
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of reality with this 0-0 draw. The Uruguayan manager had selected his own son Milton Viera - a feat
later repeated by three other managers: Cesare Maldini for Italy in 1998, Zlatko Kranjcar for Croatia in
2006 and Bob Bradley for USA in 2010. The Wembley Stadium was officially named the Empire stadium
as a reminder of the good old days of British Imperialism. The other match was a 1-1 draw between
France and Mexico. Enrique Borja scored for the Mexicans in the 48th minute and Gerard Hausser
equalised in the 61st minute. In the second round of matches, Uruguay defeated France 2-1 with goals
from Rocha and Cortes. England beat Mexico 2-0 with the first goal, one of the famous long range shots
of Bobby Charlton in the 36th minute. Roger Hunt scored the second in the 76th minute, when the
goalkeeper could only parry a Jimmy Greaves shot straight to him. The English were still looking
unimpressive against the packed defences. In the last round of matches, Uruguay and Mexico played out
a 0-0 draw. The only highlight was Antonio Carbajal, the Mexican goalkeeper who was playing in his fifth
edition of the tournament - a record later equalled by Lothar Mattheus in 1998. In the last match,
England beat France 2-0. The goals were scored in the 36th and 76th minutes and were identical to those
scored by Hunt against Mexico. The first was scored after the goalkeeper spilled a cross and the second
after a Jack Charlton header rebounded off the post to his feet. England thus topped the group followed
by Uruguay.
Group 2
In the first round of matches, West Germany showed their class with a 5-0 demolition of Switzerland.
Two goals each were scored by Beckenbauer and Helmut Haller and the other by Siegfried Held. It was
an awesome display of precision passing and finishing. Argentina defeated Spain 2-1 with a brace from
Luis Artime. The Spanish goal was scored by Pirri. The Argentines ruthlessly tackled Luis Suarez, the main
playmaker of Spain early in the match to take control. The second round of the matches started with a
2-1 Spanish win over the Swiss. Pierre Quentin had put the Swiss ahead in the 31st minute but the
Spanish equalised in the 57th minute through a great individual goal by Sanchiz who beat three
defenders before shooting into the roof of the net. The winner was a diving header scored by Amancio
off a Gento cross from the left. The other match was between West Germany and Argentina. It was as if
an immovable object was meeting an irresistible force, although it was difficult to decide which team
was what. The match finished 0-0 but it was littered fouls from both sides. Many of the tackles would be
sure shot red cards nowadays. Eventually Rafael Albrecht of Argentina was sent off for kicking Wolfgang
Weber in his groin (a polite way of writing family jewels by the press). The Argentines were warned by
FIFA for their rough play although the West Germans hadn't quite been the angels. Going into the last
round of matches, all the teams except Switzerland could qualify. The Argentina-Switzerland match was
won 2-0 by the South Americans with goals in the second half from Artime and Ermindo Onega. The
Spanish knew that they had to defeat the West Germans to qualify. They started well with Jose Maria
Fuste giving them the lead in the 23rd minute. The West Germans had brought Lothar Emmerich, the
naturally left footed Borussia Dortmund winger in their side. He scored a wonder goal from the left side
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of the penalty box with a shot from an impossible angle to the roof of the net in the 39th minute. The
West Germans then took control of the game and eventually took the lead when Seeler scored off a
cross from the left. The West Germans topped the group on goal average with the Argentines coming
second with the same number of points.
Group 3
The first match featured the defending champions Brazil against Bulgaria. Pele had previously said that
the preparation of his team for this tournament was shambolic. He was marked by Dobromir Zhechev
who continuously kicked and tripped him. Still Pele managed to score from a free-kick in the 13th
minute. This kick was hit with rage and had none of the famed Brazilian swerve and curl - just plain
power. Garrincha was also fouled incessantly and he too smashed a free-kick into the top corner in the
63rd minute. The Brazilians had won 2-0 but could not score from open play. This was the last instance of
Pele and Garrincha playing together- Brazil never lost a match when they did! The other match between
the debutants Portugal and Hungary was full of great play from both sides punctuated with very poor
goalkeeping. The Portuguese took the lead when Jose Augusto headed in a corner in the second minute.
The Hungarian defence were busy marking Jose Torres and Eusebio which gave him a free header. The
Hungarians then dominated the match creating chance after chance which was spurned by their
forwards. Eventually they equalised through a goalkeeping error which enabled Ferenc Bene to score in
the 60th minute. The Hungarian goalkeeper Antal Szentmihailyi then let go an easy cross from Torres
which bounced off his chest and allowed Augusto to head in his second goal in the 65th minute.
Szentmihailyi again tried to gather a Eusebio corner to miss it completely and allow Torres to head in.
The final score of 3-1 in favour of Portugal was a bit flattering. In the second round of matches Brazil
played Hungary. The Brazilians had rested Pele, letting him recover from the knocks of the first match.
The Hungarians played a brilliant match completely outplaying the champions. Florian Albert was
brilliant in his withdrawn forward role where he orchestrated the attack. Bene scored the first goal in
the third minute beating the Brazilian defender Altair from the outside, then he beat Hilderaldo Bellini
by cutting inside and took a low left footer to beat the goalkeeper. The Brazilians equalised in the 15th
minute when a free kick deflected to a 19-year-old named Tostao who beat the goalkeeper with a leftfooted shot. The Hungarians were dominant and scored through Janos Farkas in the 64th minute - a goal
created by Albert and Bene. In the 72nd minute Bene was brought down in the penalty area and Kalman
Meszoly converted the spot kick to give the Hungarians a 3-1 victory. This was the 50th and last match in
the career of the great Garrincha - the only match he ever lost for Brazil. Brazil lost their first World Cup
finals’ match since 1954, incidentally to the same team. In the other match, Portugal defeated Bulgaria
3-0 with a goal each from Eusebio and Torres and an own goal from the opponents. In the last round of
matches, Pele was brought back but he was still injured. Joao Morais of Portugal made sure that he
would play no further part by double tackles on the edge of penalty area leaving him limping for the rest
of the match. Eusebio was magnificent scoring off a header in the 24th minute and from a terrific volley
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on the right in the 85th minute. Antonio Simoes had opened the scoring when he had headed after the
goalkeeper had parried a shot-cross by Eusebio. The Brazilians pulled a goal back but were beaten 3-1
and required a huge upset win by Bulgaria over Hungary to qualify. The upset was on the cards when
Georgi Aspharoukov gave the Bulgarians the lead. The equaliser, however, came through a Bulgarian
own goal. The Hungarians were too strong and scored through Meszoly and Bene winning 3-1. Portugal
and Hungary had thus qualified eliminating Brazil.

Pele - the fallen King

Eusebio - the new king of 1966

Group 4
The first-round matches featured the Soviets against North Koreans. The North Koreans, the
representatives of Asia, Africa and Oceania, were much fitter than other Asian teams who played in the
previous editions of the tournament. The problem was they were dwarfed by the Soviets who were
much taller even compared to other European sides. The Soviets ran out comfortable 3-0 winners with
two goals from Eduard Malafeyev and one by Anatoly Banishevsky. It was not surprising that two goals
came from headers with the Koreans unable to cope with the height of their opponents. The other
match was a repeat of the 1962 fighting contest between Italy and Chile. Italy was the much better side
and dominated. There were great Italian players on view like Giancinto Facchetti, Tarsicio Burgnich,
Gianni Rivera, Giacomo Bulgarelli and Sandro Mazzola. Mazzola scored the opening goal in the ninth
minute. The Chileans defended stoutly for the rest of the match but eventually Paolo Barison scored to
make the final score 2-0. In the second-round matches, Chile and North Korea played out an exciting 1-1
draw. The Koreans were nimble, extremely fit and had a lot of pace which caused the opposition
problems. The Chileans tried to impose their physical strength and got the lead through disputed
penalty converted by Reuben Marcos in the 27th minute. The Koreans kept on attacking and finally Park
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Seung-Jin scored off a fierce low volley from the edge of the box in the 88th minute. The other clash was
touted to be between two of the favourites, Italy and Soviet Union. Both teams looked certain to qualify
and there was a chance of a boring 0-0. It was a game where Facchetti, an attacking full-back for Inter
Milan stayed back to mark the dangerous Chislenko. On the opposing side, Shesternyov had an
outstanding match keeping out Mazzola and company. The match was decided when Chislenko for once
managed to cut past Facchetti to score off a tremendous left footer in the 57th minute. Italy had chances
but Lev Yashin was at his best. Final score was 1-0 but the Italians would surely qualify against the lowly
North Koreans, wouldn’t they? The last round of matches featured possibly the greatest upset in World
Cup history when North Korea played Italy. The Italian assistant coach and future manager, the great
Ferrucio Valcareggi had been sent to watch the North Koreans play against the Soviets. He returned and
reported that the Korean game was like watching ‘una comica di Ridolini’ (a comic Ridolini). Larry Semon
aka Ridolini was an Italian equivalent of Charlie Chaplin in the 1920s. Marino Perani could have scored
two goals in the first half but missed. Then in the 42nd minute the unthinkable happened - an Italian
clearance was headed back towards their goal; Pak Doo-Ik let the ball run into his stride and hit a low
grounder across Enrico Albertossi who could have done better. A lot of people forget that Italy played
with 10 men for almost one hour as Bulgarelli had gone off with a knee injury and the Italians did not
have a player for his position. Strangely, they did not use any substitute to equate the numbers. The
North Koreans created two more chances and held on for a famous 1-0 victory. The match was held at
Ayresome Park, the former home of Middlesbrough which was demolished to make way for a mass
bungalow housing development. In the front garden of such a house lies a bronze sculpture of an
imprint of a football boot which marks the spot from which Pak Doo-Ik scored his goal.

Pak Doo-Ik scores against Italy
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The Soviets topped the group by defeating the Chileans 2-1 in their last match, avenging their loss to the
same team in the 1962 World Cup quarter-finals and the North Koreans qualified second - the only team
outside Europe or the Americas to do so till 1986 when Morocco equalled their feat.

Quarter Finals
The quarter-finals featured England against Argentina, West Germany playing Uruguay, Portugal facing
North Korea and an all East European clash between the Soviet Union and Hungary. England recalled
Alan Ball to add steel to the mid-field. Geoff Hurst came in for the injured Jimmy Greaves. The match
was a story of dirty play from both sides. Although English media always paint the Argentines as the
villains, England actually committed 33 fouls compared to 19 by Argentina. There were rumours that
Stanley Rous, the FIFA president had instructed the referees to back the European teams which were
propagated by the South American media. England won the match 1-0 with a goal from Hurst. The
match is remembered for the sending off of Argentina captain Antonio Rattin. Alf Ramsey stopped his
players from exchanging jerseys with their opponents, terming them as animals. However, the players of
his team were no better.

Sir Alf Ramsey prevents the exchange of jerseys after the England-Argentina quarter final

The second match between the West Germans and Uruguayans was another robust encounter with
crunching tackles from both sides. However, the Europeans were more skillful and won 4-0 with Haller,
Beckenbauer and Seeler on the score-sheet. Uruguayans were too defensive and also had two players
sent off which didn’t help them. The Portugal-North Korea match was a classic. The North Koreans
attacked the Portuguese defence and were leading 3-0 by the 24th minute. After that it was the Eusebio
show. He scored four goals, two of which were penalties to lead his team to an incredible comeback.
Although the Koreans continued attacking even after they had a three-goal lead without any thought of
preserving their lead. Then Jose Augusto scored a fifth to give Portugal a 5-3 victory. The last match
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featured the impressive Hungarians against the strong Soviet side. In a repeat of their previous matches,
the Soviets battered their opposition through their physical play. They won comfortably with goals from
Chislenko and Valery Porkujan. Hungary reduced the margin through a Bene goal but found the Soviet
defence and Yashin a bridge too far. The semi-finals were set with West Germany playing the Soviet
Union and England playing Portugal.

Semi Finals
The first semi-final between West Germany and Soviet Union was predictably a rough encounter
between two teams of extreme fitness and great physical attributes. Schnellinger crunched into
Chislenko leaving him limping for the rest of the match. To add insult to injury, Chislenko was sent off
for an innocuous challenge on Haller. Haller put the West Germans ahead, running on to a cross from
Schnellinger from the left in the 43rd minute. Beckenbauer doubled the lead with a left footer from the
edge of the box with Yashin unsighted in the 68th minute. Porkujan reduced the margin with a late goal
but the West Germans played keep-ball and made it to the final. In the other semi-final, England
attacked the Portugal defence which was made up of players from four different clubs. The forward line,
all from Benfica, was the strength of the Iberians but the defence was clearly the Achilles heel. Two
goals from Bobby Charlton sealed victory for the hosts - the first in the 30th minute with a side foot shot
and the second in the 79th minute with a right-footed shot from the right edge of the penalty box.
Eusebio reduced the margin by converting a penalty when Jack Charlton handled the ball after Banks
missed a cross from the right. England was one match away from fulfilling Ramsey’s prediction of
winning the tournament and West Germany considered the old enemy to be in their way. The third
place match was won by Portugal who defeated the Soviet Union 2-1 with a penalty conversion from
Eusebio, making him the top scorer in the tournament with nine goals.

Final
There was a lot of media speculation about Greaves coming back but Ramsey stuck with Hurst and Hunt.
Beckenbauer was made to mark Bobby Charlton. The West German coach, Helmut Schon may have
made a tactical error by making his best ball player into a marker. He could have brought in Klaus-Dieter
Sieloff from the bench who was a natural marker in place of Emmerich who had done nothing of note
after his wonder goal against Spain in the group stages. To be fair, Emmerich was a known match-winner
for his club Borussia Dortmund with great performances en route to the European Cup Winners title
earlier that year. On 30th July, a Saturday, 93,802 people gathered at the Wembley Stadium to watch the
final. This was the largest crowd for a World Cup match excluding the Maracana stadium in Rio and the
Azteca Stadium in Mexico City. The Queen of Britain was amongst the spectators and she keenly wanted
to award the trophy to her team.
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Tofik Bakhramov-Linesman (L), Uwe Seeler, Gottfried Dienst-Referee(C), Bobby Moore and Dr Karol Galba-Linesman(R)

England played with a 4-4-2 diamond formation with Bobby Charlton as the central attacking mid-fielder
and Nobby Stiles as the central defensive mid-fielder. West Germany used 4-2-4 system with
Beckenbauer and Overath in the mid-field. Seeler and Held were the two strikers and Haller and
Emmerich the wingers.
The pitch was greasy from overnight rain and the West Germans started brighter with their passing and
the English looked a bit overawed by the occasion. In the 13th minute, Held received the ball on the left
and hit a long cross towards the English far post. Banks was shouting at Ray Wilson to let it go. But
Wilson thought it was a warning and jumped early for the header only to knock it too near the goal.
Haller, the West German left winger had come inside and moved back to collect it and hit a tame
grounder between Jack Charlton and Banks, both of whom looking at each other as it crossed the line (01). The crowd were silenced. Bobby Moore had later written in his autobiography that a player of
Haller’s quality should not have scored against England and was not good enough to win the World Cup.
A stereotypical English opinion of German footballers! Haller was everything the English hated about the
Germans - blond, strutting, prone to theatrics when fouled and with a first name of Helmut. He was also
a world class player in spite of Moore’s assertions, who helped Bologna and Juventus win Serie A titles.
England took heart from the fact that in all World Cup finals since the war, the team scoring first had
ended up on the losing side. Six minutes later, Moore moved a long way up on the left side and was
brought down by Overath. He took a quick free-kick before the referee whistled and clipped a pass to
the running Hurst whose downward header found the back of the net (1-1). The next hour was like a
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heavyweight boxing contest with both defences ruling the roost- a lot of punches thrown but none
connecting.
In the 78th minute, an England corner was taken by Alan Ball from the right. Hurst received the ball in
the edge of the box and took a very poor shot. The West German left-back, Horst-Dieter Höttges lunged
to clear the ball only to balloon it up towards the right hand back post. Martin Peters, the English right
mid-fielder reached the ball before Jack Charlton and drove it from seven yards out past a hapless
goalkeeper, Hans Tilkowski and Schnellinger on the goal line into the back of the net (2-1). The match
seemed over as the crowd grew vociferous in its support of the home team. They had forgotten that
their opponents were the ‘comeback kings’ - West Germany. In the 89th minute, West Germany got a
free kick on the left when Jack Charlton leaned into Held. Emmerich, who had been very quiet during
the match, took a low powerful shot into the English penalty box. The shot hit George Cohen, the English
right-back and bounced to Held who shot towards the goal. Held’s shot hit his own player, Schnellinger
on the back and took a ricochet towards the right where Seeler couldn’t reach it but Wolfgang Weber,
the defender lifted it over the feet of the lunging Wilson and the hands of the diving Banks into the net
(2-2). It was the first time since 1934 that the World Cup final was running into extra-time.

The moment of truth. Goal ...?

Then came the pivotal moment of the match in the 101st minute - Alan Ball ran into the right hand side
line and hit a first time cross for Hurst who had lost his marker, Wili Schulz. Hurst took a shot from the
right side of the penalty box which crashed against the bar and bounced on the line and was headed
over the bar by Weber. Hunt had already started celebrating a goal claiming that the ball had crossed
the line. The Swiss referee Gottfried Dienst went to confer with the Soviet linesman from Azerbaijan,
Tofik Bakhramov. The officials spoke different languages and understood little of what the other was
saying. However, Bakhramov confidently nodded his head indicating that the ball had crossed the line
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(3-2). The West Germans surrounded the referee and linesman protesting against the decision. It is
believed that the linesman shouted back at the West Germans: “This is for Stalingrad”. Probably a
figment of imagination as none of the Germans could understand Russian or Azerbaijani, the languages
spoken by Bakhramov. Bakhramov was later honoured when the national stadium of Azerbaijan at Baku
was named after him. The West Germans were shocked and went for an all-out attack to get the
equaliser. In the 119th minute, Moore chested down a cross in the English penalty box and hit a long
pass just into the opposition half to Hurst on the left. Hurst took the ball in his stride and ran through
unchallenged as the entire opposition was in attack. Only Overath was chasing him in vain as he
smashed a left-footer past the goalkeeper to become the only player to have scored a hat-trick in the
World Cup final till date. The final whistle was blown and England had fulfilled their destiny. They had
brought home the Cup! Bobby Moore received the Cup from the beaming Queen Elizabeth II and Alf
Ramsey was lauded for his tactics.

Bobby Moore after receiving the Jules Rimet Cup from Queen Elizabeth II

The tournament was a huge success with great crowds and support, but it was tainted by the fact that
the referees had not protected the ball-players who were literally kicked out. It was the first time that
the officials had garnered more attention than the players. FIFA changed rules making it mandatory for
all the officials in a match to speak the same language. 44 years later the English claimed that justice had
been done when Frank Lampard was denied a goal against Germany in the quarter-finals of another
World Cup. However, the Germans did not go on to win the tournament as the English had. Hurst, in an
interview many years later felt that it was not a goal. Some studies with advanced computer technology
also validate Hurst’s opinion. So the question still remains - was it really a goal? The debate still rages
on....
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First Past the Post1
When the biggest clash of the season between two of the biggest club rivals of all time gets marred by a
linesman's sleepwalking mistake, Gino de Blasio wonders why the beautiful game can't have this simple
touch of technology
I originally wrote this piece for my blog, only moments following a game so tense coal would turn to
diamonds and so defile of the Italian league that prose and match analysis have taken a wild beast of the
situation. The thing I realise about football every day and as the years pass before me, is that, it truly is a
global game, where the ramifications are more than just one man and his thoughts (even including his
assistants), but those of a joined community in the 21st century.
My problem wasn’t and still isn’t that it was my team involved, nor the colours of Juventus FC that were
in this whole debacle of what otherwise was an entertaining game. No, my quarrel is with the higher
echelons of power in football, and more precisely the lack of video technology in football. There have
been some “difficulties” cited in implementation but I believe that the pain of implementing this will far
outweigh any that comes from having to endure stinkers.

My Thoughts
We live in a world of instant communication, smartphones, social media, men to the moon and back.
We live in a world of 24 hour news, video cameras on and in everything, global transactions with the
push of a button and applications.
And yet, in this very same world we have no answer, yes no answer to whether a ball has crossed a line
or not.
NONE. AND THIS HAPPENS.

What the linesman is doing I shall never know
1

Title courtesy: @ginkers - grazie amico!
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It goes to show how far behind the times FIFA and UEFA are. It really does. We are relying on humans to
do the job that a computer has a purpose for.
Is it any surprise that the weekend after this incident, there were two very similar instances in Serie A,
and the referee’s assistants did give the goal? It seems the pressure applied at the time by media,
football teams and even the referees’ association had an impact but it seems even more evident that
one man can’t be tasked with such a job - they are, like all human beings, fallible.
And so for me, the question remains; the more these associations strive to keep football away from
technology, the more we search for an answer as to why.

A Call to the Twitter World
I thought to ask one of the outlets of this new technology world to see what my peers thought of it all.
Here were just some thoughts:
“It's absolutely necessary and simple to implement. Coaches should be allowed 2 challenges per game
(NFL) to go to video replay.”
“thats (goal line technology) the only case id put technology on football”
“Goal line tech=waste of cash&time. TV evidence & 3officials in the stands in coms with officials when
called upon. Easy solution 4 all”
Whilst I can agree with some of the statements and thoughts, I think what is evident is that people want
it on the whole, it seems only the echelons don’t.

My Answer
I said this, 13 or so years ago, at school after watching a tennis match. "Why can't we have a sensor in
the ball, one in the cross bar that goes over the line, when the ball goes beyond the line, a light flashes
behind the goal to say it went in". You can see why I never took science and technology up after that
comment, but the basic theory was there.
Is it the perfect solution? Probably not. But all I want is to see something introduced to take doubt away
from the game in something so manageable.

Final Thoughts
All we, as football fans, want is a fair game. Milan vs. Juventus showed that. Yes, Juventus had probably
an offside called against them that they shouldn't, and I am not asking to solve that question either.
Offside is harder, can probably still be done by computers, but this... this is simple.
A simple solution to take away doubt, restore some sanity and leave football looking great as ever.
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What’s the Goalden Word?
We football fanatics often come across terms and phrases that we start using without knowing its
meaning. We hear them on television or read them in magazines wondering what the word is all about.
WTGW will endeavour to focus on such terms and their usages helping us create our very own
footballpedia. If you would like to know about any such word associated with the football world, do toss
in a mail at editor@goaldentimes.org

STAFFETTA: (staf-fét-ta): [Feminine – Noun – Singular]
Staffetta is an Italian word denoting relay or relay race. The relay is a unique variant of competition
where each team competes with a single athlete at a time and in sequence. The switchover between
successive athletes is via the baton and the cumulative performance of the team depends on both
athletes switching in a perfect way. In the world of calcio, this term has made an indelible mark. It is
probably in Italy, that when two brilliant players of similar characteristics come along, then instead of
playing together (as is done in most countries), they play alternately. This alternation in play is referred
to as ‘staffetta’. Many Italian managers have tried this over the years and we will see some examples
here.
The earliest possible staffetta was during the 1934 World Cup and it was a short-lived one. Felice Borel
was one of the Juventus greats and his 157 goals place him sixth in the all time list for the club. He had
debuted in 1933 scoring in his second match. In the 1934 World Cup, he was though up against national
favourite Giuseppe Meazza. After Meazza played the first match, Borel was tried in the second
encounter against Spain when he got injured. Meazza would play all the matches leading Azzurri to the
World Cup, and Borel never played another international match.
Another staffetta involved two players equally famous - Valentino Mazzola and Giampiero Boniperti.
Mazzola, the captain of the Il Grande Torino, was the more rounded talent and even though Boniperti
scored more in the league for Juventus, his place in the Azzurri was blocked. They did play one match
together, but more often it would be Mazzola starting and Boniperti coming on as a substitute. All that
would tragically change when the whole Torino side, including Mazzola, was killed in the Superga air
disaster in 1949.
The most (in)famous staffetta was in the 1970 World Cup when Gianni Rivera, "golden boy of Italian
football" and a lifelong Milan boy was pitted against Alessandro 'Sandro' Mazzola, son of Valentino and
a lifelong Inter player. It was testy in every way. Even though they managed to play together under
Edmondo Fabbri (manager from '62-'66), Italy did not shine in the international stage although both
Milan and Inter won European crowns. The next manager, Ferruccio Valcareggi led Italy to victory in the
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'68 European Championship and when he arrived at the '70 World Cup, decided that Mazzola and Rivera
cannot play together as it would be too risky. His solution was quite simple - play them each for a half.
This was the true staffetta. The invisible baton of a relay race was passed as every half time, one of the
legends from the city of Milan would replace the other. Somehow, this strategy took Italy to the '70
finals but on the final day, Valcareggi abandoned the staffetta, keeping Mazzola on for the entire match
and bringing on Rivera for the last eight minutes. Italy lost the final 4-1 to Brazil. Maybe if these two
Milan and Inter legends had played together for the entire match, the result would have been different.

.
Sandro Mazzola and Gianni Rivera - Then and Now

Subsequently, there would be a few more instances of the staffetta - Paulo Pulici(Torino) and Roberto
Bettega(Juventus) would provide another city rivalry coming into the national team. The 1982 World
Cup winning manager, Enzo Bearzot didn’t play Franco Baresi that much while Juventus defender
Gaetano Scirea was playing. Roberto Baggio - Alessandro del Piero ('98 World Cup) and del Piero Francesco Totti ('02 World Cup) were probably some more examples. But the 1970 World Cup is still the
one where the baton passed smoothly enough for a series of matches only to falter at the final hurdle.
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Champions League & Europa League Quarterfinal Preview
Drama unfolds at the European competitions. Get the lowdown on each team and each tie with
Debojyoti Chakraborty
The pre-quarter final matches of the Champions League and the UEFA Europa League have just got over.
Champions League, in particular, has sprung in a pleasant surprise. For the first time, the quarter
finalists have come from as many as seven different nations. With the most prestigious club team
honour at stake, things cannot get more exciting than this. APOEL FC has continued their dream run and
has thus become the first Cypriot club to reach this far in the tournament. The other teams in the
quarter-finals have all reached the finals at least once, with Chelsea as the only club failing to embrace
the glory. Spain, the current European and World Champions, have been dominant in club football also
as they are the only nation with two teams alive in the competition – Barcelona and Real Madrid.
Though pundits see them clashing in the finals, Bayern Munich will be no pushover either. Benfica and
Marseille finish the line-up and they also will be tough nuts to crack. As the draws unfolded in Nyon,
Switzerland on 15th March evening, Milan vs. Barca took the limelight. The other draws were equally
interesting – and historic, too – as the sides have never faced each other before.
Similar draws were read out for Europa League, where none of the quarter final opponents have faced
each other before. Europa League, often considered the poor cousin of Champions League, had
generated tremendous public interest due to the expectant clash of Manchester sides in the final.
Strangely, both the teams looked out of depth and were eliminated in the Round of 16. There is a
possibility of an all-Spanish or German final on 9th May, 2012 in Bucharest, as three teams from Spain
and two from Germany are still alive in the competition. Teams from Netherlands, Portugal and Ukraine
make the final line-up. One of them, AZ Alkmaar from Netherlands, would be locking horns against
Valencia from Spain. Another Spanish side Athletic Bilbao will fancy their chances against FC Schalke 04
from Germany after knocking Manchester United out in the previous round. There is another Spain vs.
Germany on the cards as defending champions Atletico Madrid will take on relative newcomers
Hannover 96. Last but not the least, Portuguese side Sporting Lisbon, who accounted for the other
Manchester club (Manchester City), would go on as favourites against the little-known Ukrainian club FC
Metalist Kharkiv.
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CL Match-ups

APOEL FC (CYP) vs. Real Madrid FC (ESP)
27th March, 2012

GSP Stadium, Nicosia (CYP)

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Debutant to Knock Out Stage
Round of 16

Estadio Santiago Bernabéu,
Madrid (ESP)

4th April, 2012

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 9, Runners-up – 3
Round of 16

Olympique Lyonnais (0-1, 1-0; won 4-3 on penalties)

PFC CSKA Moskva (1-1, 4-1)

Group Stage | Group G Winner

Group Stage | Group D Winner

FC Zenit St Petersburg (H) 2-1
FC Porto (A) 1-1
FC Zenit St Petersburg (A) 0-0

FC Shakhtar Donetsk (A) 1-1
FC Porto (H) 2-1
FC Shakhtar Donetsk (H) 0-2

Talking Point
We had set it up, didn’t we? We had predicted an
upset when APOEL was drawn against Lyon in the
Round of 16, and they did oblige. Against Lyon
they took full advantage of a second leg at home.
But they must be credited for not getting bogged
down by the occasion and keeping the tie alive
after the first leg at Lyon. Their dream run
continues and they have vindicated the observers
who are calling them Team of the Season. The
story does not change for them – they are entering
the draw as underdogs, nobody is putting a penny
on winning this. This time, we are also not too
optimistic. Jose knows a thing or two about
winning ties and APOEL can bask in the glorious
memories of their achievements.
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GNK Dinamo Zagreb (A) 1-0
AFC Ajax (H) 3-0
Olympique Lyonnais (H) 4-0

Olympique Lyonnais (A) 2-0
GNZK Dinamo Zagreb (H) 6-2
AFC Ajax (A) 3-0

Talking Point
Contrast it is! A debutant at this stage against a
team with the most (28) number of quarter-final
appearances. Real Madrid have continued their
domestic form and have marched past CSKA
Moscow in the Round of 16. They returned from
freezing Russia with a very creditable scored draw
and killed the game at their own backyard. Apart
from a deadly forward line headed by CR7, they
have conceded only four goals – least in the
tournament – until now. They have been drawn
against the little club from Cyprus who – in spite of
their giant killing activities so far – was in
everybody’s wishlist. With a comfortable lead over
Barcelona in the La Liga, Jose Mourinho can
concentrate solely on Europe. It will be a surprise if
the tie is alive after the first leg, even though it is
away from home.
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Olympique de Marseille (FRA) vs. FC Bayern Munchen (GER)
28th March, 2012

Stade Vélodrome, Marseille (FRA)

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 1, Runners-up – 1
Round of 16
FC Internazionale Milano (1-0, 1-2; won on away goals)

Group Stage | Group F Runners up
Olympiacos FC (A) 1-0
Borussia Dortmund (H) 3-0
Arsenal FC (H) 0-1

Arsenal FC (A) 0-0
Olympiacos FC (H) 0-1
Borussia Dortmund (A) 3-2

Talking Point
Marseille knocked Inter out of the Champions
League in one of the most dramatic fashions. An
away goal deep into the injury time paved way for
them into the quarter-final. Inter Milan might
consider themselves unlucky as they were the
better team over two legs. But it must be
remembered that the barely known players from
Marseille had already caught the eyes of Europe
through their pressing style of play and a compact
defence. Again they enter a draw as being
underdogs. Didier Deschamps has lifted the trophy
with Marseille in 1993 as a captain; it is their only
Champions League title till date. He would surely
like to emulate that feat as their manager this
time.
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Fußball Arena München, Munich
(GER)

3rd April, 2012

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 4, Runners-up – 4
Round of 16
FC Basel 1893 (0-1, 7-0)

Group Stage | Group A Winner
Trabzonspor AŞ (H) 0-1
PFC CSKA Moskva (A) 3-2
LOSC Lille Métropole (A) 1-0

LOSC Lille Métropole (H) 2-1
Trabzonspor AŞ (H) 1-1
PFC CSKA Moskva (H) 1-2

Talking Point
Bayern Munich has stormed into the quarter-finals
by annihilating FC Basel 7-0 at home. A shock
defeat at Basel in the first leg shook them up and
Bayern responded with grit, determination, zeal
and killer instinct – a typical German display one
would say. Bayern will take a boost from the
timely return of midfield lynchpin Bastian
Schweinsteiger. Along with Mario Gomez, Arjen
Robben and Franc Ribbery, he will lead the pack
which could be enough to see them past their
French counterparts. There would be added
incentive for Bayern as this year’s final showdown
will take place in their own backyard on 19th May.
Player by player, position by position, Bayern
would score in almost all areas against Marseille.
But strange things happen in football and Bayern
should keep that in mind.
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SL Benfica (POR) vs. Chelsea FC (ENG)
27th March, 2012

Estádio do Sport Lisboa e
Benfica, Lisbon (POR)

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 2, Runners-up – 5
Round of 16

Bridge,

London

4th April, 2012

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Runners-up – 1
Round of 16

FC Zenit St Petersburg (2-3, 2-0)

Napoli (1-3, 4-1)

Group Stage | Group C Winner

Group Stage | Group E Winner

Manchester United (H) 1-1
FC Oţelul Galaţi (A) 1-0
FC Basel 1893 (A) 2-0

FC Basel 1893 (H) 1-1
Manchester United (A) 2-2
FC Oţelul Galaţi (H) 1-0

Talking Point
Benfica did incredibly well to top their Group and
thus were handed a relatively easier draw against
Zenit in the Round of 16. They did, however,
survive the torturous weather of Russia and came
away with two away goals. In the home leg, they
were dominant and progressed to the quarter
finals after six years. They have to thank their well
organized defence for their journey so far, but
they have lacked a focal point in attack. As many
as six players have been cored for them – this is
good in a way that they are not relying on any one
player for goals. With second leg away against a
Chelsea side on the ascendency, they have to draw
the first blood at Lisbon.
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Stamford
(ENG)

Bayern 04 Leverkusen (H) 2-0
Valencia CF (A) 1-1
KRC Genk (H) 5-0

KRC Genk (A) 1-1
Bayern 04 Leverkusen (A) 1-2
Valencia CF (H) 3-0

Talking Point
Chelsea’s season reached its ultimate low just on
the eve of crucial second leg in the Round of 16.
An awful run of results in the Premier League
brought about the sacking of their manager and
interim caretaker man-in-charge Roberto Di
Matteo had to overcome a 1-3 first leg deficit
against Napoli. The old guards resurfaced with the
much needed venom and John Terry, Franc
Lampard, Didier Drogba – all ensured that Chelsea
register a historic comeback win over their
inexperienced European opponents. Chelsea, a
rejuvenated side, are favourites entering into the
quarter-final draw, especially after being fortunate
enough to avoid some stronger teams. Roman
Abramovich has seen Chelsea conquer everything
in England and he hopes that Europe will not elude
him this time with the current resurgence of form.
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AC Milan (ITA) vs. FC Barcelona (ESP)
28th March, 2012

Stadio Giuseppe
Milan (ITA)

Meazza,

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 7, Runners-up – 4
Road of 16

3rd April, 2012

Top European Cup/ Champions League Honours:
Winner – 4, Runners-up – 3
Road of 16

Arsenal (4-0, 0-3)

Bayern Leverkusen (1-3, 7-1)

Group Stage | Group H Runners up

Group Stage | Group H Winner

FC Barcelona (A) 2-2
FC Viktoria Plzen (H) 2-0
FC Bate Borisov (H) 2-0

FC Bate Borisov (A) 1-1
FC Barcelona (H) 2-3
FC Viktoria Plzen (A) 2-2

Talking Point
Milan has been setting up the box office records
for Champions League this season. After a Group
league duel with Barcelona, they went past
Arsenal at San Siro with much ease. Entering the
second leg with a 4-0 lead, it was thought to be a
cakewalk but 41 minutes into the match, they
were tottering 0-3 down. Milan finally were able to
see off the vibrant Gunners but their defensive
deficiencies have been exposed time and again
this season. Barring the last match, Zlatan
Ibrahimovic has scored in all the CL matches he
has played so far and Milan will hope that his form
continues. Even so, Milan has to perform beyond
expectations to beat Barcelona over a two-legged
tie.
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Camp Nou, Barcelona (ESP)

AC Milan (H) 2-2
FC Bate Borisov (A) 5-0
FC Viktoria Plzen (H) 2-0

FC Viktoria Plzen (A) 4-0
AC Milan (A) 3-2
FC Bate Borisov (H) 4-0

Talking Point
Like their Spanish archrivals, Barcelona have also not
been beaten this season in the Champions League.
There is no stopping Lionel Messi as he piles up goal
after goal, record after record – latest being a five
goal gift to Nou Camp faithful against Bayern
Leverkusen in the second leg of Round of 16 draw.
With 3.5 goals per patch on an average, Barcelona
have been in superb form all round – 10 different
players feature in the score sheet with 11 various
assist providers. Against Milan, in a re-match from
the group stage, they are definite favourites. With
the La Liga all but gone, Pep Guardiola will be even
more eager for this trophy one more time, which
could be his swansong. If they can hold onto their
title, they will be the first team to do so since their
opponent did it in 1989-90.
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Best XI – Worst Freak Injuries
Best XI is a compilation of interesting events or snippets from the football world across different
locations that we share with you. This time it is Worst Freak Injuries.
Injuries are a part and parcel of any sport and football is no different. But sometimes some freak
injuries, even though they end careers, are too funny to be even believable. In the recent past,
Argentine and Valencia’s 23- year old midfielder, Ever Banega suffered one such injury. He stopped to
refuel his car while returning home from a training session. Unfortunately, he forgot to apply the handbrake and the car rolled back, crushing his left leg between the curb of the gas station and the tyre.
Banega was due to undergo surgery for a broken tibia and fibula, which would put him out of action for
at least six months.
This time around we present eleven such footballers who suffered such unfortunate injuries due to, call
it ill-luck or utter lack of common sense.

Steve Morrow
Having scored the winner in the 1993 League
Cup

final

for

Arsenal

against

Sheffield

Wednesday, Morrow was understandably very
pleased with his day’s work but the evening
didn’t quite end for him as planned. His captain,
Tony Adams tried to pick Morrow up on his
shoulders but accidentally dropped him on the
floor, resulting in a collarbone fracture. It
prevented him from collecting his winner’s
medal and ruled him out for the rest of the
season.
Moral: Don’t get too close to an enthusiastic
Tony Adams!
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Kevin Kyle
Kevin Kyle’s

talent and

enthusiasm

has

undoubtedly been genetically passed on to his
eight-month old son. The little cherub used his
skill to kick a jug of boiling water onto Kyle’s
family jewels causing him immense pain
in...erm...the wrong place. The then Kilmarnock
defender had to end up spending a night at the
hospital.

David James
The veteran goalkeeper already has the
nickname of ‘Calamity James’. His biggest
howler must have been when he strained
ligaments in his back, while trying to reach for
his television remote. He is one person who has
taken his nickname too seriously.

Chic Brody
‘It’s a dog’s life’ takes a totally different notion
in this case. The Brentford goalkeeper shattered
his kneecap when he collided with a dog, which
had run onto the playing field, in October 1970.
It ended his playing career. Showing a ‘chic’
sense of humour, Brody remarked, “The dog
might have been a small one, but it just
happened to be a solid one.”
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Darius Vassell
Not everyone is a Doctor, on or off the field. But
they all try to follow the legend. Vassell is
perhaps one of them! He tried a surgery on his
swollen toe using a power drill. Yes, you read
right; of all things, a power drill from his
medical kit and worked his way to his toe nails.
As expected, the surgery obviously wasn’t
successful.

Next

time

anyone

says

that

footballers are a thick lot, give a wry smile and
think about Dr. Vassell.

Michael Stensgaard
There is something about goalkeepers that
inspires confidence in defenders, but the same
inspiration doesn’t extend to their families.
Stensgaard is neither the first goalkeeper in this
list, nor will he be the last.
Any normal person would know that there’s
nothing life threatening about an ironing board.
But Stensgaard managed to damage his
shoulder irreparably while folding one. The
injury unfortunately ended his career.
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Rio Ferdinand
Rio has a reputation of being a prankster but
this time he played a prank on himself. After
using his time to watch television for hours with
his leg on the coffee table, he stood up. The
rising Rio Ferdinand strained his knee tendons.

Dave Beasant
A creamless salad is never desired and Dave
Beasant is not an exception. Southampton’s
goalkeeper reached for the fridge and dropped
a bottle of salad cream on to his foot in 1993,
which resulted in ruptured ankle ligaments.

Richard Wright
The Ex-Arsenal and Everton stopper was not
really into taking orders. So before a FA Cup tie
against Chelsea at Stamford Bridge, Wright saw
a sign of not to practice in the goalmouth. He
ignored it and promptly injured himself after
falling over the sign. Never disrespect the
penalty box, Wrighty!
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Kirk Broadfoot
This was the proverbial, ‘egg on his face’. While
trying to examine eggs right out of the
microwave, one of the eggs blew up and
spattered

its

hot

interiors

onto

the

unsuspecting face of Broadfoot. He suffered
irreparable bruises to his face.

Santiago Canizares
As if someone was trying to smite him for that
ridiculously over-preened bleached blonde hair,
Canizares missed the 2002 World Cup whilst in
the midst of one of his sessions, swooning over
himself in front of the bathroom mirror. He
dropped his aftershave into the sink; a piece of
glass fell on his foot, severing a tendon in his big
toe.
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Il Trap and the Irish Question
The Irish are finally through to a big tournament. But the faithful are not really convinced. Eoghan
McMonagle explains why. You may reach him on @eoghanmcmonagle

So Ireland (in FIFA speak, the Republic of
Ireland) have qualified for a major international
football tournament for the first time since the
2002

World

Cup

and

the

European

Championships for the first time since 1988.
Happy days are here! We are not a nation so
blessed with footballing success that we can
take qualification for granted or not appreciate
it when it does happen. Appreciate it we do and
happy we are; but some of us could be happier.
The cause of this dissatisfaction is twofold: the first surrounds the tactics of the manager, the legendary
Giovanni Trapattoni, and the second is the lack of opportunity being afforded to young footballers to
break into the Irish squad. Both of these issues have been ignored to a certain extent as qualification
was secured but they need to be addressed if the Irish are to compete, both in the immediate term, in
this summer's championship and in the future.
To those outside Ireland and indeed, to many followers of the team within the country, it may seem
churlish in the extreme, to question Il Trap. He is, after all, one of the most successful football managers
of all time with numerous title wins in Italy, Germany, Portugal and Austria as well as in every major
European club trophy. His record at Juventus in particular was phenomenal with six Serie A titles, a
European Cup, a UEFA Cup and a Cup Winners Cup (among other trophies) in two spells between 1976
and 1994. That is impressive, to say the very least. He has brought success to the Irish national team –
we were only denied qualification for the 2010 World Cup by France in a play-off (including “that”
incident with Thierry Henry) and have now reached the finals of the European Championships in
Poland/Ukraine. So why question his methods or doubt his tactics? From my point of view, it is only
because I believe this Ireland team actually has more to offer than Trapattoni has so far gotten out of
them.
A case in point came in the aforementioned 2010 World Cup play-off tie against France. The first leg at
Croke Park was won by France, courtesy of a Nicolas Anelka goal but the abiding memory I have of that
game is the insipid Irish performance – the team was stifled by Trapattoni’s ultra-conservative tactics
and fear of losing. They showed a complete lack of ambition which ultimately let France take the win.
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The second leg in the Stade de France was completely different – the Irish team played with intensity,
passion and no little skill and their efforts on the night probably merited a victory.
The story in Ireland at the time was that it was the players themselves who had decided to abandon the
conservative tactics of the manager and really go out to try and win the game. It is obviously impossible
to say for certain if this was the case but even if it was not and Il Trap himself had engineered the
display, it is all the more frustrating that they did not go out and play like that in the first leg; for had
they done so it may have rendered Henry’s intervention irrelevant. Given France’s subsequent display at
the World Cup, where they went out in the first round having failed to win a game, highlighted the great
chance that Ireland let slip.
However, play-off games are always difficult to make definitive judgements on – the increased pressure
and high stakes make it difficult to play anything even approaching expansive football, and Ireland’s
record in play-offs even before Trapattoni’s reign was not good (defeats to Holland, Belgium and Turkey
with a solitary win over Iran). So Trapattoni and Ireland had the chance to improve during the
qualification campaign for Euro 2012. Those chances appeared to be good. Ireland had a pretty
favourable qualification group containing Russia, Slovakia, Armenia, Macedonia and Andorra. Certainly
against the lower seeded teams in the group, the chance to play to win, rather than just avoid defeat,
was there. The criticism of Il Trap is that rarely, if ever, during qualification, did Ireland play anything
approaching the good football that they can. Let me clarify something – I am under no illusions that
Ireland have the capacity to play football like Spain but neither are we so limited that we should be
content with narrow, controversial wins over teams like Armenia (FIFA ranked 44 against 19th ranked
Irish) at home.
Luck, rather than any particular good play on Ireland’s part secured the win that night and luck had
another huge impact when we secured a point in Russia. Only heroic performances from centre-back
Richard Dunne and goalkeeper Shay Given, as well as some profligate Russian finishing prevented a
heavy defeat. While every team needs a certain amount of good fortune from time to time, it cannot
ever be the only thing to be relied upon. Certainly Il Trap has brought luck to the Irish side but this can’t
go on forever – eventually we will have to rely on what we can do ourselves as a team. This will be
brought into sharp focus by our group at the Euro 2012 championships this summer.
Ireland will have to face the World and European Champions Spain, Italy and Croatia. This would be a
tough group for any team but it will be particularly difficult for Ireland if they continue to play as they
have been playing under Trapattoni so far. Ireland, as they are now, do not hold onto the ball well
enough and do not create enough chances to trouble any of these three teams. Though Ireland will be
difficult to beat, as they are well organised and work hard, but this is not enough at the top level of
international football. For example, it is certain that Spain will have over 60% of the possession against
Ireland no matter how the boys in green play, but if we do not hold on to the ball and try and construct
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some chances and put the Spanish under pressure, then this could be as high as 75% - if that is the case,
Ireland could be destroyed.
One theory is that Ireland doesn't have the players to play possession-based football – it certainly
appears at times that Il Trap believes this. I do not. While our current midfield of Keith Andrews, Glenn
Whelan, Damien Duff and Aiden McGeady lacks a world class player in the manner of Roy Keane, they
are all experienced international footballers who are capable of passing a football – they just need to be
encouraged to do so. It is not enough to continually hit long balls towards Kevin Doyle – certainly this is
a tactic that can be used on occasions but it cannot be our only plan. It is too one-dimensional and too
easy for top-class international defences to cope with. Our own defenders should also be encouraged to
try and pick out a decent pass rather than just hitting hopeful 50 yard punts which 9 times out of 10 will
only gift possession back to the opposition. Against teams with the quality that Croatia, Italy and
especially Spain possess, this can and will prove fatal to Ireland’s chances.
The players Trapattoni actually picks for the European Championships will also be important but
ultimately I fear it will be disappointing. I mean this in the sense that it now appears highly unlikely that
Seamus Coleman, James McClean or James McCarthy will make the final squad, let alone the team.
These are all young players who play regularly for their clubs in the English Premier League. Coleman
was nominated for FA Young Player of the Year during the 2010/11 season and McClean has been one of
the finds of the current season in England.

James McClean & Seamus Coleman are finds of the season
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Trapattoni has regularly said that these players are “too young” - he is clearly unfamiliar with the maxim,
“if you’re good enough, you’re old enough”. Selecting the likes of Coleman, McClean and McCarthy for
the Euro 2012 squad would not be a foolish gamble like Sven Goran Eriksson taking a 17-year-old Theo
Walcott to the 2006 World Cup – rather it would be an intelligent and progressive move which would
add a new, and much needed, dimension to the Irish set-up. All three are extremely talented and given
Ireland do not have anything like the resources of larger nations in terms of players, their exclusion is
incomprehensible. A charitable interpretation of Il Trap’s behaviour in this regard is that he is showing
loyalty to the players who got Ireland to the finals. Another view would suggest that he is acting in a
stubborn and slightly arrogant fashion and will not be seen to “back down” by selecting these young
players in the face of growing calls from certain sections of the fans and the media. It is likely to be a
combination of both – but ultimately his decision could hamper Ireland’s chances of achieving anything
this summer in Poland and the Ukraine.
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European Cup Preview: Group C
The Euro 2012 Group preview continues with Group C. This Group has two very strong contenders in
Spain and Italy. Kinshuk Biswas discusses their chances and probable team line-ups along with those of
Croatia and Republic of Ireland
Goalden Times continues its Group previews of Euro 2012 following Groups A and B, with Group C. This
Group has two traditional superpowers of European football with two other teams who have done well
in international tournaments whenever they have qualified for the finals. At first glance, it seems that
the two big teams Spain and Italy will qualify easily at the expense of Croatia and Republic of Ireland.
Although both the so-called weaker teams are no pushovers and have caused upsets before. Spain and
Italy played out a goalless draw in the quarter-finals in 2008 before Spain went on to win in the penalty
shoot-out. Incidentally this was the only match the Spanish team did not win outright in the last
tournament.

Spain
Resume: Champions 1964 and 2008. Runners up-1984. Quarter Finals-1996 and 2000
Road to the finals: Qualifying Group I Winner. P-8 W-8 D-0 L-0 GF-26 GA-6 GD-+20
Spain became only the third nation to be World and European champions simultaneously in 2010 after
Germany (1972-1974) and France (1998-2000). This team is considered by many as one of the greatest
ever. They will start as strong favourites to retain their crown as they qualified with an all win record. No
team has successfully defended the Euro trophy and Spain may be the best bet to reverse this trend. In
Vicente del Bosque they have a shrewd manager who has continued the good work of Luis Aragones.
Del Bosque has successfully managed Real Madrid and knows how to handle a locker room full of
superstars. Spain plays with a 4-3-3 formation which enables them to play their tiki-taka style evolved
from the very successful Barcelona team. In Iker Casillas, their goalkeeper captain from Real Madrid they
have one of the best in the world. Victor Valdes of Barcelona is an able replacement. In the centre of
defence they have the pairing of Sergio Ramos of Real Madrid and Gerard Pique of Barcelona as first
choice. The experienced Carlos Puyol of Barcelona and Carlos Marchena of Villareal are able
replacements. In the right-back position, Alvaro Arbeloa of Real Madrid is likely to start. Sergio Ramos
and Carlos Puyol have also played in the right-back positions when required. The left-back position is the
only one in this team which is yet to have an automatic choice. Jordi Alba of Valencia has been used in
recent times by Del-Bosque. Joan Capdevila of Benfica was recalled in the last friendly against Venezuela
as cover. The team may play Puyol and Pique in the centre of defence and use Ramos on the right and
Arbeloa on the left as well.
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Their mid-field is possibly the strongest in the world - Xavi Hernandez and Sergio Busquets of Barcelona
with Xabi Alonso of Real Madrid as the first choice starters. There is ample cover in Cesc Fabregas of
Barcelona and Javi Martinez of Athletic Bilbao. The manager is spoilt for choices in the forward line.
Andres Iniesta and Pedro Rodriguez of Barcelona on the left and right are the likely starters. There are
many options in these positions with David Silva of Manchester City and Juan Mata of Chelsea, both
having great seasons for their clubs. The beauty is that all these players can play in the mid-field and the
forward line which gives the manager great flexibility in his tactics. The centre-forward position is up for
grabs as David Villa of Barcelona is unlikely to recover from a broken leg and Fernando Torres has been
in poor goal-scoring form for his club Chelsea. Roberto Soldado of Valencia has made a strong claim by
scoring a hat-trick in a friendly. Fernando Llorente of Athletic Bilbao is the other player vying for this
position.
Spain looks a very strong team and should easily qualify from the group stages. The only problem for
Spain is the lack of a goal-scoring striker in good form. The quality of the other attacking players has
managed to overcome this problem admirably till now. However, the team which keeps so much of
possession and control of the match are prone to be wasteful in front of goal and sometimes, it hurts
them, like against Switzerland in the World Cup 2010 opening match and against England in a friendly
recently. They will definitely qualify and should easily reach the later stages of the tournament.
However, with the expectant fans who have become used to success, nothing less than the trophy will
count. The first match against the resurgent Italian team will possibly be the toughest test in the group
stages.
Head to Head
Team

Played

Italy

25

Croatia
Ireland

Won

Drawn

Lost

GF

GA

GD

7

10

8

25

29

-4

4

2

1

1

5

4

+1

24

13

7

4

48

18

+30

Italy
Resume: Champions 1968. Runners up-2000. Semi- Finals-1980 and 1988
Road to the finals: Qualifying Group I Winner. P-10 W-8 D-2 L-0 GF-20 GA-2 GD-+18
The Azzuri have traditionally not performed well in the Euro championships compared to their World
Cup exploits. Their current manager, Cesare Prandelli had been appointed before World Cup 2010 as a
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successor to Marcello Lippi. The disastrous performance in the tournament meant that Prandelli
inherited a team with very low morale and was subjected to widespread criticism from the media and
fans. However, one must remember that after the ignominious exit at the 1966 World Cup, Italy
managed to bounce back and win the Euro Championships in 1968. If the current Italian team manages
to repeat that feat, it will not be a major surprise at least to us at Goalden Times. Qualification was
relatively easy, helped by rioting opposition fans at Genoa who disrupted the match against Serbia after
six minutes. Italy was awarded the match 3-0. Prandelli favours a 4-3-1-2 formation. In goal they have
the team captain and one of the all time greats, Gianluigi Buffon of Juventus. Morgan De Sanctis of
Napoli is an experienced substitute for Buffon. The centre of defence will be marshalled by the Juventus
duo of Giorgio Chiellini and Andrea Barzagli. Domenico Criscito of Zenit FC and Andrea Ranocchia of
Inter are the substitute players in these positions. In the right-back position, Christian Maggio of Napoli
is the first choice. Ignazio Abate of Milan and Mattia Cassani of Fiorentina are able replacements. The
first choice left-back is Federico Balzaretti of Palermo. Angelo Ogbonna of Torino has been used in leftback along with Chiellini and Criscito. Ogbonna can play in the centre of defence as well.
In the mid-field, Andrea Pirlo of Juventus will play as the regista. Claudio Marchisio of Juventus or
Antonio Nocerino of AC Milan will play on the left and Daniele De Rossi or Thiago Motta of Paris SaintGermain on the right. Alberto Aquilani of AC Milan and Riccardo Montolivo of Fiorentina will be vying to
play in the hole behind the strikers. Prandelli has rotated players in this position by using all three and
sometimes Montolivo as a substitute on the right. The unfortunate illness of Antonio Cassano of Milan
has possibly robbed the team of its best forward. There are reports which suggest that he may be
getting back to full fitness. Giampaolo Pazzini of Inter, Alessandro Matri of Juventus, Sebastian Giovinco
of Parma and Fabio Borini of Roma have all been tried. Giovinco, who is in terrific form, is perhaps the
favourite to start in the absence of Cassano. Mario Balotelli of Manchester City is the favourite to
partner Cassano or Giovinco. Although Prandelli has mentioned in recent interviews that Balotelli’s offfield antics weigh heavily against his selection.
Italians are notoriously slow starters in major international tournaments. They come into their own in
the knock-out rounds and latter stages of the tournaments. This time they have to be careful as the first
match is against Spain and is going to be possibly their toughest test. Croatia is one of the few national
teams to have a positive record against Italy and have beaten them in the finals of the World Cup in
2002. The Irish are no pushovers either and in their coach, Giovanni Trapattoni they have someone who
possibly knows more about the Italian players and tactics than anybody. Ireland recently defeated Italy
2-0 under the guidance of Trapattoni in a neutral venue. Italians generally have a very good defence.
The nucleus of the defence is from Juventus, who are still unbeaten in Serie A this season. The problem
is Italian teams tend to get defensive after taking the lead, which has hurt them in the past. All said, the
Italians are the masters of gaining positive results and should qualify for the knock-out stages. They are
a good bet to go all the way if they make it to the latter stages of the tournament.
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Head to Head
Team

Played

Won

Spain

25

8

Croatia

5

Ireland

11

Drawn

Lost

GF

GA

GD

10

7

29

25

+4

1

1

3

7

7

0

7

2

2

18

9

+9

Croatia
Resume: Quarter- Finals-1996 and 2008
Road to the finals: Qualifying Group F Runners up. P-10 W-7 D-1 L-2 GF-18 GA-7 GD-+11
Playoff vs Turkey 3-0 aggregate (3-0,0-0)
Croatia is a relatively new team which was formed after the break-up of Yugoslavia. With Serbia, the
Croatians have the best record after the break-up of the country. The Croatian team is managed by
Slaven Bilić, one of the members of the golden generation of players which took the country to a third
position in the World Cup in 1998. Bilić, who has been in charge since 2006, prefers using the 4-4-2
formation. Stipe Pletikosa of Rostov FC is a very experienced goalkeeper. Danijel Subašić of Monaco is
the second choice. The central defence has the experienced Josip Šimunić of Dinamo Zagreb and Gordon
Schildenfeld of Eintracht Frankfurt. Vedran Ćorluka of Bayer Leverkusen is the first choice left-back.
Danijel Pranjić of Bayern Munich is an able replacement and can play in the midfield as well. Domagoj
Vida of Dinamo is likely to be the right-back. Vida has looked solid in his eight appearances for the
national side. He has also allowed the national captain, Darijo Srna of Shakter Donetsk to play in the
right wing where he has been a revelation in place of his normal right-back position. Ćorluka can also fill
in at the right-back position, if required.
Bilić has a lot of choices in the midfield. Ivan Rakitić of Sevilla and the highly rated Luka Modrić of
Tottenham Hotspur will play on the left side. Both the players can play wide and in the left-central
midfield position, if required. Pranjić will be the substitute, if necessary. The national captain Srna will
start as right winger based on his recent exploits. Niko Kranjčar of Tottenham Hotspur and Ognjen
Vukojević of Dynamo Kyiv will compete for the right-central mid-fielder position. Mario Mandžukić of
VfL Wolfsburg is the main striker. Ivica Olić of Bayern Munich, Eduardo of Shakter Donetsk and Nikica
Jelavić of Everton will all be vying to start with him.
Croatia is a team which plays with a lot of pressing and counter-attacking style of play. They accede
possession to the opponents and try to press them with the mid-fielders and forwards working very
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hard. The problem is this may not work with teams like Spain and Italy who are very comfortable in
possession. Croatians are lucky that they are facing the Irish in the first match. If they manage to qualify
from this group, it will be a huge success.
Head to Head
Team

Played

Won

Drawn

Lost

GF

GA

GD

Spain

4

1

1

2

4

54

-1

Italy

5

3

1

1

7

7

0

Ireland

6

1

3

2

5

7

-2

Republic of Ireland (Ireland)
Resume: Group Stage 1988.
Road to the finals: Qualifying Group B Runners up. P-10 W-6 D-3 L-1 GF-15 GA-7 GD-+8
Playoff vs Estonia 5-1 aggregate (4-0,1-1)
The Republic of Ireland or Ireland team was unlucky to miss out on qualification to the World Cup in
2010 eliminated by France in the play-off due to an impromptu game of handball by Thierry Henry which
resulted in a goal. Ireland is managed by Giovanni Trapattoni (Il Trap), one of the most experienced and
successful coaches in the game. Trapattoni has generally used the 4-4-1-1 formation for the Irish team.
However recently he has been favouring the 4-4-2 formation. In goal, Ireland has one of the most
experienced players of the English Premiership in Shay Given of Aston Villa. Kieran Westwood of
Sunderland is the second choice. Richard Dunne of Aston Villa was outstanding for the Irish in their Euro
qualification match against Russia and is the first choice centre-back with Sean St-Ledger of Leicester
City. Darren O’Dea of Leeds United and Shane Duffy of Everton are the main replacements. Stephen
Ward of Wolverhampton Wanderers and Stephen Kelly of Fulham are both vying for the right-back
position. John O’Shea of Sunderland is the first choice left-back. Kelly has played at left-back too.
The mid-field has a lot of experience with Keith Andrews of West Bromwich Albion and Glen Whelan of
Stoke City in the central positions. Damien Duff of Fulham is the left winger and Aiden McGeady of
Spartak Moscow is the first choice right winger. Stephen Hunt of Wolverhampton is an able substitute
and can play in both wings. Seamus Coleman of Everton, the Irish Messi has been in good form and
should push for a starting berth. There are some good youngsters like James McCarthy of Wigan and
James McClean of Sunderland in the reserves. The forward line is marshalled by the experienced Robbie
Keane of Los Angeles Galaxy who plays in the hole behind the striker in case of a 4-4-1-1 formation. The
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lone striker is usually Kevin Doyle of Wolverhampton Wanderers. Doyle and Keane play as two strikers in
the 4-4-2 formation. The team has the West Brom duo of Shane Long and Simon Cox in reserve.
Jonathan Walters of Stoke City and Anthony Stokes of Celtic have also been used by Trapattoni.
The Irish will give a good and robust account of themselves in all matches. They have a disadvantage in
that they lack quality players to really trouble the better teams. The problems with Trapattoni’s tactics
and team selections are manifold. Their first match against Croatia will be crucial as it will set the tone
for the tougher tests against Spain and Italy to follow. It will be a very difficult task for them to qualify
out of this group. However, one can never discount ‘the luck of the Irish’.
Head to Head
Team

Played

Spain
Italy
Croatia

Won

Drawn

Lost

24

4

7

13

11

2

2

6

2

3

GF

GA

GD

18

48

-30

7

9

18

-9

2

7

5

+2

Final Verdict:
The final verdict has four categories of teams: 1) Sure-shot, which means that the team is the favourite
to progress from the group. 2) Likely is the team that is not the total favourite but is the second
favourite to qualify. 3) Dark Horse is a team which can reach the quarter-finals but has to overcome
similar teams or favourites to do so. 4) Upset means that the team reaching the quarter-finals will be a
major surprise. In groups there maybe more than a single team in each category.
Sure-shot: Spain
Likely: Italy
Dark Horse: Croatia
Upset: Republic of Ireland
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This Month That Year
We look back at the most memorable happenings in the month of March in the world of Football
1 March 1921 - Jules Rimet Becomes President of FIFA
Jules Rimet never kicked a ball, but he set the game on its way to the
global phenomenon that we have on our hands today. Jules Rimet
became the third President of FIFA on 1 March 1921. He was one of the
founder members and visionaries when FIFA was formed to bring about
a world football competition.
It was on his initiative, that the first FIFA World Cup was held in 1930.
The Jules Rimet Trophy was named in his honour. Rimet kept the top
post at FIFA till 1954, seeing the organisation grow from a small 12member to a massive 85 countries, and in 1956 he was even nominated for the Nobel Prize.

6 March 1902 - Real Madrid Founded
Real’s origin goes back as early as 1897 when Football Club Sky was founded by the faculty and students
of Madrid's Institución Libre de Enseñanza. But FC Sky split in three years. One half formed Club Español
de Madrid, which itself split in 1902 when club president Julian Palácios left to create Sociedad Madrid
FC. King Alfonso XIII conferred royal favour on the club, changing its name
to Real (Spanish for royal) Madrid Club de Fútbol in 1920.
Madrid’s win over Athletic Bilbao in the 1905 Copa del Rey final landed
them with their first silverware.
It has since grown to become one of the most internationally acclaimed
clubs, standing currently as the richest football club, in terms of annual
revenue.

9 March 1908 - Another club is founded - Inter Milan
Some players belonging to the Milan Cricket and Football Club, or AC Milan as
we know it today were not too pleased with their club's restrictions on inducting
foreign players. On 9 March 1908, they thus formed their own club which they
named Internazionale Milano. Inter has since become one of Italy's most
decorated clubs, with 30 national trophies, 6 European and 3 international titles.
Known as the Nerazzurri for their black and blue striped home shirts, Inter won
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their first scudetto in 1910. They are the only team in Italy to remain in Serie A for their entire existence.
Disapproving Inter's policy of recruiting foreign players, the Fascist government, in 1928, forced the club
to play under the name "Ambrosiana."
Inter's greatest period came in the 1960s under manager Helenio Herrera, when they were nicknamed
"La Grande Inter" for their successes.

11 March 1898 – AC Milan Kicks Off
English lace-maker Herbert Kilpin moved to Turin to work in the textile industry
in Torino. He soon became the first Englishman to play professional football
abroad. In 1897 Kilpin moved to Milan. Unlike most ideas that a group of drunk
men have come up with in a pub, Kilpin and his friends actually did follow
through on their plan and the Milan Cricket and Football Club was born. “We will
wear red and black,” said Kilpin, “Red to recall the devil; black to invoke fear.”
On 11 March 1898, the club played its first ever football match, with six Brits in
the line-up: Kilpin, Hoberlin Hoode, Kurt Lies, Samuel Richard Davies, Penvhyn
Liewellyn Neville and David Allison, alongside Peter Cignaghi, Lorenzo Torretta,
Guido Valerio, Antonio Dubini and Attilio Formenti. The match was played on a field to the north-east of
the city where the Grand Central Station now stands.
The fledgling team won the match against local rivals Mediolanum, by either 2-0 or 3-0 (reports differ).

11 March 1951 - India Win Gold Medal at Asian Games
On 11 March 1951, hosts India won the gold medal in football at the first Asian
Games in New Delhi, beating Iran 1-0 in the final. It was the national team's first
piece of major silverware and part of an overall strong performance at the
Games by India, who finished with 51 medals, including 15 golds.
Although eleven countries participated in the Games, only six took part in the
football tournament; including Japan, who had been barred from the 1948
Summer Olympics.
India cruised through their first two matches with ease, beating Indonesia followed by Afghanistan by
the same score: 3-0. Iran started with a victory over Burma in the quarter-finals, but fought two closelycontested matches against Japan in the semi-finals. Japan beat Afghanistan in the third-place game,
while India took the gold with their victory over Iran.
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16 March 1938 – Bomb Strikes FC Barcelona Offices
On 16 March 1938, a bomb struck the offices of FC
Barcelona during a raid by Italy's Legionary Air Force.
Catalonia had kept the Nationalist forces out for quite
some time but a few months later they fell. Franco and
his allies were bent on ravaging the symbols of
Catalonian independence. Barça were forced to remove
the Catalonian flag from their crest. Barça soon
transformed into ‘More than a Club’ and a symbol of
anti-Nationalist sentiment. And which club did Franco
support? No points for guessing.
17 March 1991 – El Diego fails Drug Test
On 17 March 1991, El Diego tested positive for cocaine after Napoli’s match against Bari. Maradona was
then slapped with a 15-month ban, which brought to an end his sevenyear spell in Naples.
Maradona had led Napoli to two Serie A titles, one Italian Cup, one UEFA
Cup and an Italian Super Cup. But he also enjoyed the high life and made
friends with members of the Giuliano family that ran the Camorra, Naples’
branch of the mafia.
Ever since his Barcelona days, Diego had used cocaine and Napoli bosses
would later admit that if Maradona had not managed to stay clean in the
days before a game, they would switch samples before testing was carried
out.
Maradona spouted various conspiracy theories as he claimed that he had become a national anti-hero
after knocking out Italy in 1990 World Cup at home.

26 March 2008 – Beckham's Elusive Century
When Fabio Capello announced his first England squad in February 2008,
there was no room for David Beckham. In the Football Association website,
Capello was crisp: “I know there has been a lot of discussion about David
Beckham. The reason that David is not in the squad is because he has not had
any real match practice since playing in November.”
It immediately stirred up the media and pundits, the end of his career was
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being discussed everywhere. But not long after, Capello decided he had had enough of stringing
Beckham and the nation along, and picked him for a friendly with France. Becks duly picked up his longawaited 100th cap on this day at the Stade de France as England lost 1-0 to a Frank Ribery penalty.

27 March 2002 – Pelé's Shirt Deal
The jersey worn by Pelé in the 1970 World Cup final was sold at an auction for a record £157,750 on 27
March 2002. The bid was supposedly placed by an anonymous telephone
bidder. It went on to smash the expected sale price that had been
estimated by Christie's auction house.
The shirt still had grass stains from the match, in which Pelé had scored
the opening goal in Brazil's 4-1 win over Italy. His uniform was auctioned
by Italian defender Roberto Rosato, who acquired it by exchanging shirts
with

Pelé

at

the

end

of

the

match.

The sale beat the previous auction record of £91,750, paid for the shirt
worn by England's Geoff Hurst in the 1966 World Cup Final.
30 March 1946 - The Marathon Match
Doncaster Rovers and Stockport County met in a Division Three North Cup replay at Stockport's Edgeley
Park on 30 March 1946.
The teams had played to a draw at Doncaster which led to the replay. The
hosts struck first with a penalty kick but Rovers fought back to take a 2-1 lead
into the break. In the second half, the equalizer came in the 72nd minute.
After 90 minutes, the teams were tied at 2-2 and neither side was able to
score in another half hour of extra time.
The match continued into a ‘golden goal’ period - the first team to score
would win the match. But neither team could find the back of the net. Several
spectators even went home for tea, only to return and find the match still going. Stockport’s Les Crocker
put the ball in the goal in the 173rd minute. Unfortunately, it was a foul and the referee disallowed the
goal. Reportedly, some of the Doncaster players were upset at the call too as it meant they had to play
on.
Finally, the match was called off close to 7:00 pm as it was growing dark (no floodlights at that time).
The players were so tired by the end of the match that many of them dropped to the pitch at the
whistle. The match lasted a total of 3 hours and 23 minutes (203 minutes), setting a world record in the
process, which remains to this day.
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The ‘White United’: Tale of a Bumpy Ride
Subhashis Biswas traces the story of a club that promised so much and then went down like the Titanic
and is now probably trying its best to resurface

May 2001
02 May 2001 - A Wednesday evening at Elland Road and white faithfuls have flocked in from different
corners of the West Yorkshire County. It’s the Champions League semi-finals and Valencia are in town.
The locals are, however, planning a trip to San Siro, Milan later in the month for the finals. Some
optimists from that part of the world even visualise Rio Ferdinand holding the Champions League trophy
aloft in San Siro.
The match began, and the expectation grew as it progressed. Harry Kewell almost scored in from an Ian
Harte free-kick. Lee Bowyer struck the woodwork in the 69th minute. Nigel Martyn made some fine
saves. Rio Ferdinand cleared off from the goal-line in the dying moments of the match.
White faithfuls were still hopeful as the match ended in a stalemate- Valencia 0-0 Leeds United. With no
away goals conceded, David O’Leary and his men still posed a realistic chance of advancing to the
Champions League final.
Six days later, at the Estadio Mestalla, things changed suddenly. A brace from Juan Sanchez Moreno and
a clinical finish from captain Gaizka Mendieta all but sealed Valencia’s progress to the final within an
hour of play. Mark Viduka, Harry Kewell and Alan Smith may have been good strikers and David O’Leary
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had prepared a group of mentally tough individuals. But scoring three goals in 30 minutes at the
Mestalla was simply beyond them. Leeds United thus bowed out of the Champions League, 2000-2001
season at the semi-final stage.

February 2012
Simon Grayson, who had recovered the drowning ship of Leeds and had given it a stable look, had been
asked to leave the club, or as they say, been “sacked”. With their 1-4 loss to Birmingham City, Leeds lost
significant ground in the race towards Premier League promotion. Ken Bates, previously chairman, and
now owner since May 2011, was desperate and gave a clarion call of now or (maybe) never. He brought
Neil Warnock into the club as manager. Till publication, Leeds United had 53 points from thirty-six
matches.
Danny Pugh, who had once played a game for Manchester United and had a three-year spell with Leeds
in the middle of last decade, was signed on again. Max Gradel was sold to St Eitenne. The relationship
between fans and Bates was one of love-hate. But with the upsurge in the club’s fortune in the last two
years, fans didn’t want to even think of another meltdown. They feared there could be a repeat of what
happened in 2003-04. The ship, which was sailing so smoothly, did a Titanic back then and for average
Leeds fans, one Titanic was enough in a lifetime.

2002-2004 seasons
To understand the panic of a white faithful, we have to travel back almost a decade. It was just the
previous season that Leeds had reached the semi-finals of the Champions League. People were
anointing a new force in English football outside the Red Devils, the Red side of the Merseyside, and the
Gunners. David O’Leary was being feted as the new whizkid on the managerial block.
Under Chairman Peter Ridsdale, Leeds had taken out large loans against television rights shares and
sponsorship revenues that come with a UEFA Champions League qualification and any subsequent
progress in the competition. These loans funded some extravagance in the transfer market - Robbie
Fowler and Seth Johnson came in for large fees. However, in 2002-03, Leeds narrowly failed to qualify
for the Champions League losing out to Newcastle United, and as a consequence did not receive enough
income to repay the loans. The first indication that the club was in financial trouble was the sale of Rio
Ferdinand to United for approximately £30 million. Ridsdale and O'Leary publicly fell out over the sale,
and O'Leary was sacked and replaced by former England manager Terry Venables.
Why O’Leary was sacked, is a thesis in itself. Fallout with team players, ego-clashes, public criticisms,
players left demoralised, training ground rows…you name it! And for all you know, this man possibly had
a finger in every pie. But this article is not about why O’Leary got sacked, so let us move on.
Before the West Yorkshire people actually realised what had happened, things turned from bad to
worse under Terry Venables. From regular 3rd-5th finishes for most of the five previous seasons, the
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whites started to slide down the table during the 2002-03 season. This was a highly competitive season
in the league, as other than West Bromwich Albion (second from bottom with 26 points) and Sunderland
(bottom of the table with 19 points), all the other teams had more than 40 points at the end of the
league. West Ham was relegated even after securing 42 points and ten wins. Leeds United was almost
there as they finished with 47 points. A surprise 3-2
win at Highbury during the end of the season, saved
them the relegation blues. Incidentally, this result
also meant Arsenal failed to hold on to the
premiership title.
Venables could not last the whole season as
expected, and Peter Reid took over. But the dream of
European football vanished from the heart of Leeds
fans. Instead of dreaming big, they were thinking of
survival in the top flight of English football.
Their financial condition wasn’t anything to write
home about either. On the pitch failures transferred
to off the pitch unhappiness. Players like Jonathan
Woodgate, Robbie Fowler, Robbie Keane, Nigel
Martyn and finally Harry Kewell were sold off to repay the loans. Players who had helped Leeds reach
the heights of European football, had thus all left Elland Road.
Next summer, Reid failed to sign Paolo di Canio and Kleberson after protracted transfer sagas. The team
started off poorly in the 2003-04 season and Reid was sacked soon. Eddie Gray then took over as
caretaker manager till end of the season while Gerald Krasner, an insolvency specialist, took over the
administrative affairs at Leeds as chairman. He oversaw the sale of the clubs' assets, including senior and
emerging youth players of any value. Gray was perceived by many to be largely blameless for the
performance of the team during the 2003–04 season as the majority of the squad was sold out and
despite his efforts, Leeds were relegated after 14 years in top flight.
And there were many more hidden stories. Night club brawls, court trials, Jonathan Woodgate, Lee
Bowyer and drunken stupors. But let’s leave aside the mud-slinging.

2010-11 season
Imagine a fan seated in the empty stands of Elland Road at the end of the 2010-11 League
Championship season. The fan was there at the end of the 2002-03 season as well, when his beloved
club finished fifth in the Premier League to lose the Champions League spot. He remembers all that
happened after that - the selling of players, stadium and assets. He remembers that it came to a
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situation where the very existence of Leeds United football club and its almost 90 years of history were
in question.
He is looking at the empty pitch now. The players, managers and fellow supporters have all left. Leeds
United finished with 72 points from forty-six matches and in seventh position; 3 points behind
Nottingham Forest, who clinched the last play-off berth for promotion to EPL.
It’s been eight long seasons since Leeds had been in the top flight. Sir Alex Ferguson does not come to
the visitor’s room anymore. Neither does Arsene Wenger. Jose Mourinho aka The Special One never
visited Elland Road as manager. Once upon a time, Eric Cantona, Alan Shearer, David Beckham, Dennis
Bergkamp and the likes were regular visitors to Elland Road. Now they cheer their own teams for hard
fought wins against Millwall, Yeovil and South End. Titanic possibly had better left-overs after the ruins.
It was so near yet so far this season as well. The whole of West Yorkshire remembers those dark days,
when Leeds United moved from League championship to the third tier of the English football in 2007 for
the first time in their history.
And the story continues. But West Yorkshire has restored some pride. Jermaine Beckford scored at Old
Trafford to give Leeds 1-0 win over Manchester United in the FA Cup in 2009-2010 season. Once equals,
now their paths have clearly diverged between the reds and the whites, but sometimes, life throws
pleasant surprises.
Last season, in the FA Cup, they went to the Emirates stadium and drew with Arsenal, and forced Arsene
Wenger to come back to Elland Road after a long time. Though Arsene left the stadium happily after a 31 win, some of the old white faithfuls grinned.
As the seasons go past the western part of Yorkshire County, dreams grow bigger. Dreams do not have
any boundaries. With 10 games left in this season, a good run-in may send them to the promotion playoffs. Good things at Leeds probably happen once in a decade. Back in the beginning of the 1990s, Leeds
won the old First Division of English top tier football competition - the last team to win that competition
before the razzmatazz of Premier League. Fast forward a decade and we talked about how Leeds were a
match away from playing the finals of the biggest club cup competition. And now, after another decade,
the fan can probably dream about reinstatement into the top tier, where he thinks the club belongs. It
may just be that time.
The dreamy fan slowly starts walking towards the Old Peacock Pub behind the South Stand....he needs
fresh memories....big boys will come to town...again...someday!!
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Mönchengladbach Rediscovers its Wings
We all love a good underdog story. Dipankar Saha recounts one that is unfurling right before our eyes the story of a club that flirts with relegation but has now become a contender for Bundesliga
Ja wir schwören Stein und Bein,
auf die Elf vom Niederrhein,
Borussia unser Dream-Team,
denn Du bist unser Verein!
{Yes we swear to the stone and bone, Eleven of the Lower Rhine, Borussia our dream team, for you are our
club}
The glorious game is said to be full of uncertainties. There is always some surprise in store for you and
that's the beauty of the game. The rise and fall of a great club and then the rise again are most poignant.
It is a story of a team which fights for relegation battle till the last day of the season and eventually, saves
its face, via relegation play-off only to become one of the strongest contenders for the title, the very next
season, without any significant change in the squad.
Borussia Mönchengladbach is the sixth biggest club in Germany in terms of membership and has a rich
history but most of the richness was spread over the 1960's and 70's. Apart from winning the German
championship five times in that period they also won the UEFA Cup twice, German Cup thrice and
German Super Cup once. But since then, it has been an everlasting trough. The Die Fohlen, who used to
fight neck-to-neck with Bayern Munich in that era, slowly took the backseat after the 70's decade. The
last time they won anything was the German Cup in 1995, over Wolfsburg.
The decline in performance of the 80's was significant and financial difficulties forced them to sell many
of their better players which kicked off the major downfall in their performance. Year 1999 was the worst
and they got relegated to Bundesliga 2 that season. They brought in managers of the ilk of Dick Advocaat
and Jupp Heynckes but to no avail. Eventually they got relegated again in 2006/07 season. The dismal
show continued and last year 2010-11 season they once again found themselves fighting for their
existence.
In the current millennium, they have been relegated once (though they rebounded back up the next
year), the best position they have ever managed in the 18-team Bundesliga is tenth in 2005-06 with 42
points, which was also their joint highest points tally (also 02-03 season when they were twelfth). They
only staved off the relegation in the 2010-11 season, though after a relegation playoff. A club which used
to be a giant three decades back went virtually into coma in the last decade.
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Although the 2010-11 season ultimately ended with a relegation play-off, Mönchengladbach had started
it brightly. They crashed heavyweight Bayer Leverkusen 6-3 at the start of the season which gave an
impression that a different Gladbach is probably there in Bundesliga this time round. However, things
started slipping downwards quickly and their horrible defensive show brought them only 10 points after
the first half of the season. With the team in the last spot of the league with only 16 points after twentytwo rounds, the management brought in a little known Swiss manager, Lucien Favre, who was without a
job for two years and whose greatest footballing accomplishment was that he had scored a goal on his
debut for the Swiss against the Dutch, who were also handing debuts to two young players by the name
of Ruud Gullit and Frank Rijkaard. Favre, who took over on 14th Feb 2011, rose up as a true valentine to
Gladbach.
Favre though turned the season around
grabbing 26 points from the second half of
the league. The club thus moved up from
last to 16th and earned a relegation playoff which they won against Bochum. Favre
had saved the club's position and kept it
alive to fight another season. He didn't
work as a hard taskmaster which is
common for a manager in a club under red
eye of relegation. Rather his appointment
in the club brought fresh air in the dressing
room and players started talking more
freely, which started reflecting their onfield performance.
Gladbach had a quiet summer transfer in 2011 and nobody did pay any attention to a club which
somehow saved relegation last season. Their opening match of this season was against record German
champions and four times Champions League winner, Bayern Munich. Everybody was expecting a
breezing start for the Bavarians. However, Bayern was shot down by Favre's team 0-1 at Bayern's own
den. It was probably a signal to the other teams in Bundesliga that this year Gladbach is going to be
something special. However, one match wonder doesn’t prove anything (last year's win of 6-3 against
Leverkusen was proof of that) and football fraternity thought probably this is just another accident and
Gladbach will struggle as usual and return to their usual poor way.
Needless to say, it didn't happen like that and people started getting surprised by each Gladbach match.
After the fifth round, Gladbach was third in the table with 10 points. They kept stunning everyone and
after the fifteenth round they were still in third spot with 30 points, just a point behind the first place.
By the time this article is being written, they are comfortably sitting at third place in the table after
twenty-five rounds with 48 points, 8 points behind league leaders Dortmund with ten matches to spare.
A championship bid may be fantastic, but with four Champions League slots available, Gladbach would
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surely play in next season's Champions League, unless their season implodes spectacularly. They have
collected 29 points from thirteen matches at home and 19 points from twelve away matches. Through
the course of the season, they not only have beaten the weaker sides but thumped the biggies too. They
have done a double against Bayern Munich, beaten Schalke convincingly 3-0 at home and thrashed
Werder Bremen 5-0 away.
Gladbach have carried this form in the domestic cup competition too. They have qualified for the semifinals where they meet Bayern Munich in third week of March. Having done the double in the league
over the German super power, Lucien Favre's team can certainly dream about knocking Bayern Munich
out of the competition.
So how can these dramatic turnarounds be explained? What's the secret behind it? Well, the credit
must always go to the players first as they have to perform on the pitch. But it is almost the same set of
players who were pathetic last season. A deeper look and you will find it's the coach, Lucien Favre who is
the main man behind this. He is the man who brought unprecedented upswing in the performance from
the same set of players. He established the proven fact once again that football is a game where quality
of the coach really matters. Probably Jurgen Klopp of Dortmund can be compared with him, as per
coaches' contribution is concerned in Bundesliga, in recent years, or he might have even outshone Klopp
to some extent. Since his arrival, Gladbach has conceded a total of 22 goals and only 14 goals so far this
season which is best defensive record in Bundesliga for the ongoing season. Never in a match Gladbach
has conceded more than two goals and we all know if a team stops conceding goals then the probability
of losing the match reduces and that's the first thing Favre has done.
Marc-Andre Ter Stegen, Gladbach's 19-year old goalkeeper has been outstanding under the bar and the
kind of maturity he has shown belies his age. He is being considered as the best goalkeeping talent in
Germany and probably a successor to current national team goalkeeper, Manuel Neuar.
The backline has been in superb form as they have conceded the lowest number of goals so far in the
league. Widely manned by captain Filip Daems (Belgium), Dante Bonfim da Costa (Brazil), Martin Stranzl
(Austria) and Roel Brouwers(Holland), it forms a multinational defence line. But they provide just the
right amount of solidity which has allowed Ter Stegen to have a record 12 clean sheets. The two holding
medios, Havard Nordtveit and Roman Neustädter have been rock solid and these two guys are probably
the unsung heroes of Gladbach's excellent defensive record.
On the attacking front, Marco Reus has been having a breakout season. Often considered the best
player of Bundesliga this season, he is almost toying with opponent defence and has thirteen goals in 23
starts. Reus though has already signed a deal with champions Dortmund and would join them in the end
of the season this year. But Mönchengladbach may have another rising star in Patrick Herrmann, who is
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providing Reus great support from the right wing. Hermann has six goals in 19 appearances. Veteran
Venezuelan wing wizard Juan Arango too has complemented Hermann and Reus, controlling the left
wing. His nine assists are only second to Franc Ribery's twelve after the 25th round.
So can the other clubs take any lessons from the Gladbach story, which is still unfolding? Probably, yes.
Find the right coach, give him time and responsibilities and he will bring the best out of the players. This
has been the story at Dortmund under Jurgen Klopp and the same story is getting repeated at Gladbach.
Whether Gladbach will ultimately become Bundesliga champions or not, after 1977, or reach the
Champions League for the first time in their history or whether they can win the prestigious DFB Cup
after 17 years, only time will tell. But it can surely be said they will fight neck-to-neck with Dortmund,
Bayern and Schalke till the last round of the season. But what's in the future? Is this just a one year show
or can they perform like this consistently? Is their golden era truly back? They are not a rich club.
Already the jewel in their crown, Marco Reus has signed a deal with Dortmund. Will more such exodus
follow? These are questions that the Borussia faithfuls are wondering.
But for the time being, they are being taken on a ride by Favre's merry men and the fans are singing. Let
the miracle continue.
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The Teranga Lions’ New Roar
With a disappointing African Cup of Nations behind them, the Teranga Lions are building anew. Ogo
Sylla checks their progress
After what we thought was already a new dawn for Senegalese football, there seems to be a new wave
of youngsters making their way through. On 29th February, Senegal travelled to Durban to take on South
Africa (Bafana Bafana) in an international friendly. Under intermediary coach Karim Sega Diouf, many
players from the U-23 squad were integrated into the group. It was a surprise for many of the
Senegalese fans but given the disillusion after the AFCON 2012, it was somewhat understandable.
The opinion was that of cynicism when the U-23 players’ names were seen in Diouf’s 22-men list. Now
the intermediary coach is the current U-23 coach and many felt that Diouf was simply picking his kids.
Moreover, nine of them replaced players from the AFCON 2012 squad. That, in itself was a surprise. In
effect, the opinion was that too many changes were being made, given the context of the quickly
approaching AFCON 2013.
However, it didn’t seem that way at all once the referee blew the final whistle at the Moses Mabhida
Stadium. Of the nine U-23s who were picked, five were in the starting XI and a sixth came on as a
substitute. Three quarters of the defence was composed of youngsters with U-23 captain Abdoulaye Ba
(centre-back), Papa Gueye (centre-back) and Pape Ndiaye Souare (left-back). Promising Lille central
midfielder Idrissa Gueye and defensive midfielder Ricardo Faty were lined up in midfield while Moussa
Konate played on the right flank of the forward line.
Indeed what we saw is the new direction Senegalese football is taking.Well, bringing in new blood into
the team would only increase the competition for places. After all, the effort and lack of fight of the
team witnessed in Bata was much criticized. And need I say, a little jolt was much required.
What I found most impressive about the new U-23s is the mentality they showcased against South
Africa. Most of them were experiencing their very first cap for Senegal, but they dealt with the occasion
very well. They were solid defensively and fought for every ball. Even though South Africa dominated in
the opening minutes and created good chances, the team maintained good shape and succeeded in
keeping the ball as well. Abdoulaye Ba was very timely in his interventions and saved the team from
many a dangerous counter situation. Idrissa Gueye worked tirelessly all over the pitch whilst Ricardo
Faty did well in front of the defence. What the U-23s showed was hunger, a hunger that was
unfortunately far too absent in Bata. What was most telling was the fact that they seemed concerned
(by what had happened at AFCON 2012) and played almost with a mind to rectify the deception of Bata.
That in itself is a massive positive and this performance against the Bafana Bafana will do great for their
confidence.
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The future looks a bit brighter all of a sudden then for Senegal. Personally, I always had a lot of
apprehension when I saw Diouf’s 22-men list. In fact I wondered if the U-23s had the required technical
and tactical level. My mistrust for the players at the local level was misplaced and I find myself having to
eat humble pie. Even the old heads of the team appreciated their presence and efforts. Bouna
Coundoul, the goalkeeper was extremely proud of the two young defenders who played in front of him.
Dame Ndoye, who was captain of the day, also expressed how pleased he was of the U-23s’
performance and commented that it shows Senegalese football has untapped reserves that we don’t
often enough look towards. Coundoul said it himself when he opined that “we (the Teranga Lions) have
a lot of very good talents and the national team shirt doesn’t belong to anyone.” As for the coach Diouf,
he must be congratulated on his courage to give youth a chance, something (former coach) Amara
Traoré had never done. Diouf said it himself when he stated (in his post-match press conference) that
the U-23s’ performance justified his choice and faith in them as well as it corroborates the FSF’s
(Federation of Senegalese Football) new project to bring in more youth and decentralize the national
team in order to allow more players from the local level to integrate the team. The new elements have
surely helped invigorate the group. And I may thus confidently conclude that their arrival has been a
blessing in disguise.
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